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Executive summary
This thesis examines how Danisco practices investors relations (IR henceforth) compared to 14 Japanese 

IR award winning companies,  acknowledged by Japan Investor  Relations  Association (JIRA winners 

henceforth)  in  order  to  determine  whether  Danisco  might  benefit  from  implementing  Japanese  IR 

practices.  Public companies (companies henceforth) such as Danisco need to attract capital  to ensure 

growth. The competition for external funding is fierce, and the degree of success of companies' external 

communication may impact on their inflow of investments. In this way, efficient communication with 

analysts  and  investors  (stakeholders  henceforth)  contributes  to  the  sustainability  of  companies. 

Recognizing  the  importance  of  IR,  the  majority  of  companies  has  an  IR  function,  specialized  in 

interacting with capital market actors.

In order to enhance and ensure high efficiency of IR, companies are advised to continuously evaluate 

their performance as well as consider how other companies conduct IR. In particular, it is relevant to 

monitor the IR performance of companies, operating in different industries and cultures, as the way of 

conducting IR among these companies tend to be markedly different. Given the fact that Danisco aims at 

broadening its shareholder base, it is relevant for Danisco to understand how IR is performed abroad e.g. 

in Japan. Insight into JIRA winners' interaction with their stakeholders might help Danisco develop IR 

practices that appeal to Japanese stakeholders and eventually attract investments from Japan.

This thesis employs a functionalist approach aiming at suggesting practical implications for Danisco's IR 

work based on a comparative study of Danisco and JIRA winners. Firstly, insight into the essence of IR, 

stakeholders of IR and trends in IR practices was gathered through the literature in this field and an expert 

interview. Secondly, information on how IR is conducted at Danisco and JIRA winners was achieved 

deductively through structured interviews and by examining the companies' websites. To understand the 

empirical  evidence  derived,  the  strategic  credibility  model  by Higgins  et  al.  (1989),  explaining how 

companies build strategic credibility, was applied. Thus, it becomes clear how Danisco and JIRA winners 

build strategic credibility differently.

This thesis concludes that being listed on several  stock exchanges is  common among JIRA winners.  

Additionally,  IR is  organized differently at  JIRA winners and a number of different  IR activities are 

identified. Finally, several of these IR activities are recommended for Danisco. These recommendations 

impact on Danisco's strategic capability  as visualized in figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 Recommendations for Danisco

Foremost,  in  order  to  enhance  strategic  capability,  involving  the  company's  ability  to  explain  its 

competitive  situation,  Danisco  is  advised  to  show  its  CSR  report  in  the  IR  section  of  its  website 

danisco.com, reflecting that social concerns complements profit making. Additionally, the following IR 

activities are recommended to enhance corporate communication, concerning the way Danisco interacts 

with stakeholders: conducting perceptions studies in order to enhance an open dialogue with stakeholders; 

constructing a Danisco glossary, helping website visitors understand Danisco terminology; uploading an 

explanation of how to purchase Danisco's shares to danisco.com, for the convenience of private investors 

abroad; organizing IR information on danisco.com in an  IR archive;  establishing a  Danisco  Channel, 

performing video news related to the company and uploading transcriptions of Q&A sessions following 

Danisco's  IR  events  to  increase  transparency.  The  dotted  line  attached  to  corporate  communication, 

reflects the need for Danisco to join in on the trend to communicate IR via social media in case this 

should become mainstream. In order to enhance Danisco's CEO credibility, the company is advised to 

upload a Message from CEO or similar statement to danisco.com, in line with the IR trend to personify 

companies with their CEO. Finally, this thesis recommends that Danisco becomes acquainted with JIRA 

winners'  different  IR  terminology  in  order  to  avoid  cross-cultural  misunderstandings  when 

communicating with Japanese stakeholders.
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Chapter 1: introduction

1.1 Research issue

IR became a strategic element of companies' business operations during the 1990s (Doorley et al. 2007) 

as pressure for more openness by external stakeholders, and pressure from stockholders for higher returns 

rose and competition for funding became fiercer (Lykkesfeldt 2006). While IR is part of  companies' 

public relations which nurtures relationships between the company and its external stakeholders as a 

whole,  IR is  a  service  function mainly  for  equity  analysts,  current  investors  and  potential  investors 

(stakeholders henceforth). Therefore, IR is only performed by companies who are subjects to securities 

law.  IR  is  defined  as  a  “(...)  strategic  corporate  marketing  activity,  combining   the  disciplines  of 

communication and finance, providing present and potential investors with an accurate portrayal of a 

company's performance and prospects” (NIRI1 in Higgins 2000, p. 23).

IR is a dynamic field, continuously changing to respond to the needs of stakeholders. Drivers of change 

include  integration  of  global  capital  markets,  technological  advancement  and  more  private  investors 

participating in capital markets to manage their own funds. As a result, companies need to continuously 

evaluate on their IR performance to ensure high quality and efficiency e.g. by keeping an eye on what 

other companies do: “(...) it is always interesting to consider how IR is done by competitors as well as by 

companies in other industries and countries to learn and improve your company's IR” (Lykkesfeldt 2006, 

p. 39). 

Furthermore,  companies  are  recommended  to  maintain  a  broad  investor  base  concerning  geography, 

investor type and time horizon (Lykkesfeldt 2006). Due to the inter-cultural aspect of IR, it is crucial that 

companies communicate efficiently to stakeholders in different countries. A survey conducted in 1993 

among IR executives in the U.S., Europe and Japan, indicates that European IR executives have more in 

common with IR executives in American companies than those in Japanese companies. For instance, it 

was  shown  how  American  and  European  companies  were  more  open  and  timely  in  their  strategic 

communication than Japanese companies (Higgins 2000). This finding suggests that a comparative study 

of Danish and Japanese IR practices would reveal more differences than investigating Danish versus 

American IR practices. On this background it is interesting to compare IR at Danisco with IR at Japanese 

companies. 

Motivated by Lykkesfeldt's recommendation (2006) that companies should benchmark their IR work with 

that of other companies, this thesis examines how IR is conducted at Danisco compared to JIRA winners. 

It also considers whether Danisco might benefit from integrating certain Japanese IR practices.

The comparative study is particularly relevant because one of Danisco's recent priorities is to broaden its 

1 The American IR organization National Investor Relations Institute founded in 1969 (niri.org)
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investor base in terms of geography (Quist, 31.01.2011), because having investors from several countries 

provides the benefits of diversification. As this thesis aims to shed light on how JIRA winners interact  

with their stakeholders and thus, which kind of services Japanese stakeholders expect from companies, it 

is likely to pass on knowledge to Danisco which may help the company develop IR practices with an 

appeal to Japanese stakeholders.

 

1.2 Research Questions

The research conducted for this thesis is guided by the following two research questions.

1) How does Danisco practice IR compared to 14 IR award winning Japanese companies? 

2) Might Danisco benefit from implementing Japanese IR practices?

In order to answer the research questions, this thesis examines how IR is conducted at Danisco and JIRA 

winners, respectively. It provides an overview of the stock exchanges where Danisco and JIRA winners 

are listed in order to determine their legal obligations concerning information disclosure.

Furthermore, this thesis elaborates on how their IR functions are organized as the distance between IR 

executives and top management tends to impact on companies' perceived credibility (Higgins 2000).

Finally,  the  particular  IR  activities  conducted  by  Danisco  and  JIRA winners  are  identified  and  the 

usefulness of applying JIRA winners' unique activities in a Danisco context is discussed. 

1.3 Delimitation

According to Carsten Suhr, Online Communication Specialist at Danisco, there are currently no plans of 

providing web communication in other languages than Danisco's official group language, English, besides  

the  existing  micro  site  for  private  investors  in  Danish.  It  is  unlikely  that  resources  to  compose  IR 

publications in Japanese will be provided and nor will a sub site for Japanese stakeholders in Japanese be 

prioritized (Suhr, 07.01.2011). Therefore, this thesis does not elaborate on the usefulness of providing 

financial information in Japanese.

JIRA winners represent a variety of industries. Descriptions of these companies are found in tables 1.3.1 - 

1.3.2 + 2.1 - 2.2 and figures 2.2 - 2.15. The reader will find that the descriptions of JIRA winners are  

considerably less detailed than that of Danisco because they focus on their IR practices.

IR is the most heavily regulated of communication disciplines; laws, government regulations and stock 

exchange regulations dictate how and when IR is conducted (Doorley et al. 2007). Since every stock 
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exchange has its own set of regulations, this thesis analyzes on which stock exchanges Danisco and JIRA 

winners' shares are listed to determine their disclosure obligations in this regard. However, due to space 

constraints it is not considered which stock indexes (e.g. OMXC20, Dow Jones Sustainability etc.) they 

are members of and which obligations they have in order to maintain these memberships.

While  an  IR  function  typically  plays  an  internal  role  as  well  as  being  part  of  external  corporate 

communication,  only  the  IR  activities  affecting  external  stakeholders  are  examined  in  this  thesis. 

According to Lykkesfeldt (2006), internal  goals might include conveying messages from the investor 

community  to  the  company's  top  management;  informing  relevant  units  of  the  company  about 

competitors;  ensure  the  correctness  of  any  information  provided  by  the  company  and  providing 

colleagues advise on sensitive information (Lykkesfeldt, 2006). For instance, in line with Lykkesfeldt's 

statement, the IR function at Danisco is responsible for directing information from the capital markets to 

the executive board (von Bülow, 15.03.2011).

The companies' internal rules concerning IR are not examined either. Additionally, information about the 

companies'  IR  intelligence  e.g.  competitor  analysis,  identification  of  potential  investors  etc.  was 

unobtainable, hence, not included.

IR is part of companies' external communication, contributing to corporate communication as a whole. 

Therefore, employer-, employee-, and corporate branding activities tend to be connected with IR activities  

(Nielsen 2008). For instance, the IR function at Danisco strives to ensure synergy between Danisco's  

other corporate communication activities (von Bülow, 15.03.2011). However, the synergy aspect of IR is 

not investigated in this thesis. 

The value of IR is difficult  to estimate; one method is to examine the spread of analysts'  consensus 

estimates prior to companies' earnings releases. Small spreads in the long run indicates an efficient IR 

effort (Nielsen et al. 2010). It would have been interesting to compare the efficiency level among the 

companies  surveyed  in  this  thesis.  However,  it  is  against  Danisco's  internal  rules  to  disclose  this 

information (Quist, 31.01.2011).

While it is likely that JIRA winners  could benefit from adapting to some of Danisco's IR practices, it is 

not the aim of this thesis to identify these possible benefits. Focus is limited to investigate what Danisco 

might learn from JIRA winners.

1.4 Methodology

This thesis employs a functionalist approach aiming at suggesting practical implications for Danisco's IR 

work. The methodological approach is deductive. The deductively based analyses draw on this thesis' 

theoretical framework, utilizing existing theory, namely the strategic credibility model by Higgins et al 

(1989) and IR best practice by Lykkesfeldt (2006). The former model explains how strategic credibility, 
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impacting  on  stakeholders,  is  comprised  by  four  elements,  namely  strategic  capability2;  corporate 

performance3, corporate communication4 and CEO credibility5. When categorizing the IR activities of 

Danisco and JIRA winners into this model, it becomes clear which of the four elements that the individual 

activities relate to. Hence, it becomes clear how the companies build strategic credibility. IR best practice 

by Lykkesfeldt  (2006) helps understand how efficient and appropriate the IR activities performed by 

JIRA winners  are.  Lykkesfeldt  has identified best  practice based on more than 20 years of  practical  

experience with IR. Additionally, JIRA winner's IR activities were analyzed quantitatively in order to 

identify patterns, indicating national standards in the way Japanese companies practice IR.

Statements  from  the  informants  were  obtained  through  structured  interviews  which,  according  to 

Saunders  et  al.  (2003),  are  descriptive  and  explanatory.  Thus,  through  these  interviews,  the  author 

obtained descriptions of the IR practices of Danisco, two Danish companies (Tivoli and Jyske Bank) and 

three  Japanese  companies  (Kirin,  Shiseido  and Tokio  Marine)  through  e-mail  correspondences6.  The 

author learned about various aspects of IR through conducting a structured telephone interview with an IR 

expert  who wishes  to  be  anonymous in  this  thesis7.  This expert  has  substantial  knowledge about  IR 

through working with IR for several years. The expert cannot be described in more detail as doing so is  

likely to reveal the person's identity.  Finally, the websites of Danisco and JIRA winners were useful 

sources  of  information.  While  unstructured  and  semi-structured  interviews  could  have  provided  an 

exploratory dimension, according to Saunders et al. (2003), the author conducted structured interviews 

partly  on  request  by  some of  the  informants  due  to  their  busy schedule,  and partly  because  it  was 

necessary to communicate with most of the informants via e-mail. 

As an assistant at the IR function of Danisco as of July 2010, the author has been involved with IR 

intelligence,  e.g.  following  Danisco's  main  competitors  to  benchmark  their  performance  and 

communication  methods  with  those  of  Danisco.  Thus,  this  thesis  draws  on  the  authors'  practical 

experience  with  IR  and  knowledge  about  Japan  based  on  the  author's  experience  as  a  high  school 

exchange  student  in  Fukui,  undergraduate  exchange  student  in  Kyoto  and  eight  years'  of  learning 

Japanese language. Furthermore, the author has working experience as a sales trader and contact person 

for Japanese partners and institutional  investors at  Saxo Bank and Japanese speaking interviewer for 

Reputation Institute.

The motivation for conducting a comparative study on Danisco and JIRA winners is anchored in the 

2 Strategic capability involves how the company explains about its situation; its nature of business, opportunities and 
challenges

3 Corporate performance involves how the company communicates its business results
4 Corporate communication involves how the company interacts with its stakeholders
5 CEO credibility involves how the CEO interacts with the company's stakeholders
6 See appendices 8.4.1-8.4.2 + 8.5.1-8.5.5
7 See appendices 8.3 + 8.4.3
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benefits of learning from other companies, not in poor Danisco IR performance. As pointed out by the 

aforementioned IR expert8 who has good knowledge about how Danish companies conduct IR, Danisco is 

among the best IR performers in Denmark. However, resting on laurels is less likely to lead to superior 

performance than a humble approach and continuous search for knowledge and learning. Therefore, this 

thesis compares Danisco with 14 Japanese companies, recognized for excellent IR performance by Japan 

Investor Relations Association (JIRA) in 2009 and 2010, respectively. JIRA is a privately run non-profit 

organization founded in 1993 with the purpose of conducting research on Japanese investors and stock 

listed  companies  to  enhance  the  quality  of  IR  practices  in  Japan.  Since  1996,  JIRA has  annually 

recognized a number of Japanese companies which have maintained high standards in their IR activities  

and received the highest marks from market participants and analysts (JIRA 09.10.2010). 

While Danisco is a biotech company, JIRA winners represent various kinds of industries. Despite of this, 

comparing Danisco with these companies does not lead to ecological fallacy9 because the purpose of IR is 

essentially the same regardless of the companies' lines of business; the purpose of any IR function is to 

interact efficiently with the financial community in order to establish credibility. High credibility is often 

associated with a stable share price development, reflecting the company's fair value. However, in some 

cases,  industry  does  matter.  This  thesis,  for  instance,  concludes  that  an  investor  benefits  program 

practiced  by  one  JIRA winner  would  be  inappropriate  for  Danisco10.  Thus,  the  companies'  different 

industries are considered when relevant. Information about JIRA winners' IR awards and their industries 

is outlined in table 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 below.

Table 1.1 15th JIRA Prime Business Awards winners, 201011

Award Company Industry
IR Grand Prix Komatsu Equipment, utilities and machinery

Best IR Asahi Breweries Beverages, food, pharmaceuticals, 
supplements

Best IR Oriental Land Leisure

Best IR Konica Minolta Office equipment, optics, health care, 
sensing,  planetarium

Best IR Tokio Marine Insurance

Best IR Nissan Motor Automobile

Best IR Family Mart Convenience stores

8 The IR expert is an anonymous informant. See interview, appendix 8.3
9 Ecological fallacy assumes that individual members of a group share the same characteristics, hence fails to recognize their  

uniqueness (Robinson 1950). Stereotypes are one example of ecological fallacy (wikipedia.org).
10 See discussion in chapter four
11 Information of award and company announced by JIRA (2010). Sources for industry information: komatsu.com; 

asahibeer.com; olc.co.jp; konicaminolta.com; tokiomarinehd.com; nissan-global.com; family.co.jp.
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Table 1.2 14th JIRA Prime Business Awards winners, 200912

Award Company Industry
IR Grand Prix Kirin Beverages, food and pharmaceuticals

Best IR Eisai Pharmaceuticals

Best IR Shiseido Cosmetics

Best IR Nippon Mining Resources and energy

Best IR Mitsubishi Estate Real estate

Best IR Unicharm Personal care, cosmetics, health care, pet 
care, household articles,  industrial materials, 
food-packaging materials etc.

Best IR Lawson Convenience stores

Overall, the research questions lead to a case study and comparative analysis of Danisco's IR versus JIRA 

winners'  IR,  to  the  extent  possible,  considering  their  different  industrial  and  corporate  governance 

context.  The  case  study  leads  to  a  discussion  of  which  –  if  any  -  Japanese  IR  practices  might  be  

appropriate for Danisco and explains why it may be beneficial  to apply these practices in a Danisco 

context.

The empirical evidence was derived as follows. Readings by Doorley et al. (2007); Lykkesfeldt (2006); 

Nielsen et al. (2008); Nielsen et al. (2010); Goodman et al. (2010); Hansen et al. (2010); Higgins (2000)  

and Higgins  et  al.  (1989),  taught  the author  the important  elements of IR.  On this  basis,  the author 

compiled a questionnaire, reflecting the respondents' IR practices, organization of their IR function and 

stock exchange listing. In terms of obtaining knowledge from Danisco, Head of External Communication 

& IR at Danisco, Julie Quist answered the questionnaire and the rest was found on danisco.com. Most  

answers to the questionnaires on JIRA winners' were found by the author on JIRA winners' websites. 

Additionally,  the  IR  functions  of  JIRA winners  were  contacted  regarding  certain  questions13.  Kirin, 

Shiseido and Tokio Marine responded to my e-mail inquiry. The author obtained information about their 

stock listing on wikinvest.com and the websites of JIRA winners. The case study is based on the empirical 

evidence derived from the information obtained using these methods.

In order to gain a deeper insight into Japanese IR practices, a meeting request was sent to JIRA in January 

201114 and the author planned to send meeting requests to JIRA winners as well. However, following the 

tragic  incident  at  Fukushima  in  March 2011,  traveling  to  Japan  was  banned by Danish  Ministry  of 

Foreign Affairs and it became impossible to conduct field work in Japan.

During the course of writing this thesis, some of the websites examined have been updated. For instance, 

12 Information of award and company announced by JIRA (2009). Sources for industry information: kirinholdings.co.jp; 
eisai.com; shiseido.com; hd.jx-group.co.jp; mec.co.jp; unicharm.co.jp and lawson.co.jp.

13 See e-mail correspondence in appendices
14 See appendix 8.3
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a blog called IR café where th e company's IR executives wrote about subjects related to IR were found 

on one JIRA winner's website in January 2011. However, the blog had been removed when the author 

visited the website again in April 2011. Since there is a risk of changes on Danisco and JIRA winners'  

websites from the time I hand in my thesis to the defense, the dates when visiting websites are noted in 

the bibliography.

1.5.1 Definition of IR

IR is defined as a strategic management responsibility that integrates finance, communication, marketing 

and securities law compliance to enable the most effective two-way communication between a company 

and  the  financial  community  which  ultimately  contributes  to  a  company's  securities  achieving  fair 

valuation.  In  this  way,  IR  is  interdisciplinary  and  integrates  corporate  finance,  law,  accounting,  and 

human resources (Doorley et al. 2007). It is important for companies to establish and maintain a broad 

investor base concerning geography, investor type and time horizon (Lykkesfeldt 2006). Therefore, IR is 

an inter-cultural discipline as well. 

The function of IR is essentially to answer these questions: how does management see the business? What  

challenges do they have and how do they propose to overcome them? Skillful and ongoing responses to 

these questions leads to the ultimate goal of IR: creating the reputation for sustained strategic credibility 

(Goodman  et  al.  2010).  Strategic  credibility  is  crucial  in  order  to  ensure  fair  and  full  value  of  the 

company's shares, meaning that they reflect both the present and potential value of the company (Doorley 

et al. 2007). Obtaining fair value and sustaining a stable share price development enhances the company's 

financial strength and flexibility and minimizes the risk of take over (Lykkesfeldt 2006). In this way, the 

intangible strategic credibility is central for a company's ability to generate profit. This is further proven 

by the fact that equity analysts often find that investors better accept companies' shares if they sense a  

clear  corporate  direction  and  responsibility  (Higgins  et  al.  1989).  Likewise,  research  has  found  that 

companies  with  a  good  reputation  usually  offer  a  profitable  long-term  investment  for  shareholders 

(Goodman et al. 2010). Therefore, companies' reputation should not be left to chance (Doorley et al. 

2007). Trust and integrity are some of the biggest challenges corporations face (Goodman et al. 2010) and 

in order to reach their IR goals, companies communicate their vision, mission, strategies and competitive 

and financial position, to ensure that as many aspects as possible are priced into their shares. They also 

convey fair expectation formation and aim to  establish and maintain an image as a visible, available, 

reliable and professional company by providing a consistent flow of relevant information (Lykkesfeldt 

2006). Company facts, decisions and other circumstances are considered “price sensitive information” 

which impacts on share prices (NASDAQ OMX Group, 17.04.2011). However, timing of the disclosure 

can also affect share prices (Nielsen et al. 2008). 
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IR functions are either parts of corporate communications or independent units (Nielsen et al.  2010).  

However, if the company has no IR function, IR is usually conducted by top management (Nielsen et al. 

2008). The organizational distance between top management and the IR function tends to impact on the 

credibility of IR work (Nielsen et al. 2010). This is consistent with the viewpoint of a vice president of a 

securities  company,  who  believes  that IR  people  are  truly  invaluable  when  they  are  part  of  top 

management's information loop (Higgins 2000). According to a survey conducted in 2004 by NIRI, 69% 

of the respondents reported to the company's CFO while 17% reported to the CEO. The remaining 14% 

reported to others, for instance the Head of Corporate Communications (Lykkesfeldt 2006, p. 21).

In short, IR functions are multidisciplinary and interact with the financial community to obtain fair value 

of the company's worth.

1.5.2 External stakeholders

Both  current  investors,  who  own  a  corporation's  securities,  and  potential  investors,  who  might  be 

persuaded to buy them, make up the primary audiences for IR (Doorley et al. 2007). In other words, IR 

functions provide service to individual investors, institutional investors, buy-side analysts15 and sell-side 

analysts16  who are located in different countries and have diverse informational needs (Higgins 2000). 

Due to several kinds of stakeholders, it is important for companies to engage in a frequent, thorough, 

proactive  and  diversified  two-way  communication  with  stakeholders  in  addition  to  their  obligatory 

statements and reports (Tuomin (1997) in Nielsen et al. 2010). Thus, merely meeting the minimum legal  

requirements is insufficient to conduct IR successfully.

Equity analysts are particularly important stakeholders since sell-side analysts potentially can impact on 

many investors'  trading and buy-side analysts  impact  on institutional  investors who usually trade for 

larger amounts. Higgins et al. (1989) point to the fact that the relationship between companies and equity 

analysts is mutually dependent; both have something that the other needs. Companies want a favorable 

rating of their worth while analysts depend upon the company for information in order to make these 

judgements.  Thus,  much of  IR's  information  disclosure and much of  the  time spent  on IR activities 

involves working with, meeting with, and attempting to positively influence equity analysts  (Doorley et 

al. 222).

Until the 1980's investors were mainly institutional investors and fund managers. Nowadays, however, 

many private individuals take ownership of their pension funds and manage their own investments. The 

arrival of a popular shareholder culture has spurred demand for associations for private investors and web 

based information services aimed at private investors (Hansen et al. 2010). 

15 Buy-side analysts are employed by institutional investors.
16 Sell-side analysts are employed by brokerage firms.
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IR is an important service function for private investors who generally do not have access to research by 

investment banks like professional investors usually have. Despite of this, companies followed by many 

analysts and professional investors tend to concentrate their efforts on this type of “client” and trusts that 

private investors will  be serviced by private banks and financial media (Nielsen et al.  2010). The IR 

function of Sony organize meetings for private investors because the company regards them as potential 

buyers of Sony products, too (Higgins 2000).

In short, the main audience of IR is composed by equity analysts following the company, including buy 

side and sell side analysts, and potential and current investors of the company, including institutional and 

private investors.  Recently, more private investors participate in capital markets.

1.5.3 IR development

IR has been considered a core competence, particularly in Anglo-Saxon countries for decades. IR became 

a focus area during the 1990s spurred by demand for more openness by external stakeholders, pressure 

from investors and portfolio managers for higher returns and fiercer competition for funding (Lykkesfeldt 

2006). For instance, The Danish industrial  newspaper Boersen announced recently that Nordic equity 

analysts urge Danish large cap companies17 to increase their transparency (Boersen 03.12.2010). 

Conventional  wisdom  suggests  that  the  globalization  of  capital  markets  encourages  international 

uniformity in IR practices, e.g. it  will cause a convergence in financial communications attitudes and 

behavior (Higgins et al. 2000). Hence, globalization is another significant contributor to the development 

of IR (Nielsen et al. 2008). Other reasons for IR becoming a strategic element of business include capital 

markets  now  playing  a  more  central  role  in  personal  financial  planning  as  more  individuals  own 

securities, which increases demand for reliable data about corporations. And nowadays, CEOs are often 

judged by how well  their companies'  stocks perform. Another key to the evolution of IR as strategic 

discipline are the several corporate scandals that have militated more complete, integrated, timely and 

thoughtful  corporate  financial  disclosure  (Doorley  et  al.  2007,  p.  211).  As  a  result,  IR  practice  has 

developed toward more transparency and pro-activeness (Hansen et al. 2010). Evidence for this tendency 

was found in the U.S., Europe and Japan by Higgins et al. in 1998: “there appears to be a trend toward 

greater  openness,  timeliness  and  specificity  in  corporate  strategic  and  financial  communications” 

(Higgins et al. 2000, p. 40). In Japan, Japanese IR has increased the level of openness remarkably since 

the founding of JIRA in 1993  (Higgins et al. 2000).

In 1989, Higgins et al. observed that, according to a number of equity analysts, companies have been 

reluctant to disclose information since “business is industrial warfare – you don't telegraph your plans 

ahead”. Therefore, analysts accepted the general nature of corporate communication (Higgins et al. 1989). 

17 Refers to companies with a larger amount of market capitalization
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Nevertheless,  the  upcoming trend was clear  already in  1989:  “A new era  of  corporate  glasnost18 is 

steadily emerging. The past year has witnessed an unprecedented increase in the frequency and depth of 

forward-looking  investor  communications  (...)”  (Higgins  et  al.,  1989,  p.  28).  The  reason  for  this 

development  seems  to  be  that  companies  who  conduct  IR  in  a  proactive  manner  tend  to  obtain  a 

competitive advantage over peers as they have better access to cheaper capital (Nielsen et al. 2010).

IR is increasingly conducted through the internet (Hansen et al. 2010), and it is likely that over the next 

few years the majority of  companies will adopt a wide range of activities made possible by Web 2.0 

which offers an unparalleled set of new tools for communicating with stakeholders: corporate text blogs,  

podcasts and webcasts, RSS feeds for investors, paid search, meta tagging, corporate Facebook profiles, 

not to mention mobile communication, text messaging, and micro-blogging (Goodman et al. 2010). Social  

media already impact on many aspects of our daily lives. It seems that social  media may become an 

important investor tool, especially for private investors to whom it is difficult to attend annual general 

meetings due to geographical- and time constraints etc. (Boersen, 04.04.2011). Transmission of annual 

general  meetings,  investor meeting etc.  becomes ever more common,  and eventually,  it  will  become 

possible to interact online during the events; it already is in the U.S.. Given the increasing number of 

private investors, it is likely that annual general meetings will be entirely web based in the future since it 

is difficult for private individuals to attends this event (Hansen et al. 2010).

The biggest challenge facing IR today is the increased complexity of the IR ecosystem; on-line print 

financial media with video feeds, blogs and comment fields; investor chat rooms; new media such as 

Twitter  and  similar  ones.  Some  companies  have  embraced  these  new  media  for  a  variety  of 

communications including IR. However, a key concern in terms of IR is the permanent accessibility of ad 

hoc comments from CEOs on these media platforms. This information could become content in lawsuits 

and it could be used to compare current performance with past promises. Another concern is the speed at 

which rumors can spread via social media and impact on share prices (Goodman et al. 2010). 

However, while the communication tools available have changed significantly, the business and social 

issues  affecting  the  relations  between  corporations  and  their  stakeholders  have  remained  strikingly 

constant (Goodman et al. 2010, p. 98). Thus, IR practices have changed but the purpose of IR is still to 

interact efficiently with the financial community in order to ensure a fair share price and stable share price  

development.

18 Glasnost means openness in Russian language. Glasnost is also the name of a policy pursued by the Soviet President 
Gorbatjov in the 1980s, aiming to enhance openness about past and present political decisions and discussion of politics in 
general which he hoped would encourage the Soviet people to take part in the development of the Soviet economy 
(wikipedia.org).
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1.6 Theoretical framework

The theoretical framework of this thesis consists of the strategic credibility model by Higgins et al. (1989)  

which is applied in order to analyze how the IR activities performed by JIRA winners and Danisco, 

respectively,  impact  on  their  strategic  credibility.  Furthermore,  this  thesis  draws on IR best  practice 

identified by Lykkesfeldt (2006), especially when discussing whether IR activities performed by JIRA 

winners might be useful for Danisco to implement.

1.6.1. Strategic credibility

Stakeholders define firms' strategic credibility according to their understanding of firms' performance, 

goals and strategic well-being. Strategic capability is more specific than the general notion of corporate 

image and more focused than corporate reputation, although there are overlaps, especially concerning 

“quality of management” and “healthy finances”. A high level of strategic credibility tends to foster good 

relations  with  the  financial  community,  increases  employee  morale  and  improves  relations  with 

stockholders (Higgins et al. 1989). Therefore, strategic credibility can be managed and it is earned by 

firms, not fabricated by communication specialists (Higgins 2000).

Strategic  capability  means  having  a  sound  strategy  and  effective  strategic  planning  process.  A 

corporation's poor performance is usually punished by the financial community, consequently decreasing 

the company's credibility and vice versa. The packaging and delivery of corporate messages is crucial in 

order to communicate in a trustworthy manner which is necessary to sustain high credibility. Finally, CEO 

credibility  is  high  when the CEO is  visible,  widely known and able to  effectively communicate  the 

company's strategy and strategic planning process (Higgins et al. 1989).

Thus,  companies  strategic  credibility  is  based  on four  elements:  1)  strategic  capability,  2)  corporate 

performance,  3) corporate  communications and 4) CEO credibility.  The strategic credibility model is 

illustrated below in figure 1.1, showing how strategic credibility is composed by the aforementioned four 

elements and  how strategic credibility impacts on the company's relations with the financial community, 

stockholders and employee morale.
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Figure 1.1 The strategic credibility model by Higgins et al. (1989)

The aim of this thesis is to examine Danisco and JIRA winners' strategic credibility, impacting on equity 

analysts, and current and potential stakeholders19, meaning that it does not consider IR targeted industrial 

newspapers, employees etc. Therefore, a strategic credibility model adapted from Higgins et al. (1989) is 

applied in this thesis. As illustrated in figure 1.2, the adapted model defines strategic credibility in the 

same way as Higgins et al. (1989). However, strategic credibility impacts only on equity analysts, current 

investors and potential  investors.  Thus,  in  this  thesis,  the term stakeholders  includes  equity analysts, 

current investors and potential investors.

Figure 1.2 Strategic credibility model adapted from Higgins et al. (1989)

19 See delimitations
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1.6.2 IR best practice

Lykkesfeldt (2006) has identified IR best practice based on more than 20 years of practical experience 

with IR as an equity analyst, corporate finance consultant, Head of Investor Relations at Novo Nordisk 

and currently partner at the investor relations consulting firm Reliance. Some of his recommendations are 

outlined below.

 Do not surprise stock markets, especially not in a negative way 

 Explain stock markets about possible negative issues affecting the company in a proactive manner

 Be consistent 

 Minimize  the  time  that  top  management  spends  on  IR,  however  not  to  the  extent  that  it  is 

perceived negatively by market players

 Do not give in to investors' demands for short-term profit if doing so compromises the long-term 

business development 

 Do not respond to temporary trends among market actors if it compromises the long-term interests 

of the company

 Be open and honest to the extent possible within the legal framework 

 Be certain that any published information, statement etc. is correct

 Do not hide anything 

 All information passed on to analysts and investors should be able to become front page news

 Respond quickly to requests

 Examine the IR activities of other companies and learn from them

 Differentiate your company's IR activities

 

1.7 Structure

Chapter one contains the introduction of this thesis. The introduction sets the scene, explaining why it is 

interesting to investigate the IR practices of Danisco and JIRA winners. It furthermore outlines the aim of 

this research, namely to identify IR practices conducted by JIRA winners which may be beneficial for 

Danisco to implement. The methodology section explains how the empirical evidence was derived and 

elaborates  on  the  weakness  of  structured  interviews.  Finally,  the  motivation  of  this  thesis  is  stated. 

Literature on IR is then reviewed in order to explain the purpose of IR, how it is conducted, identify the 

main audience of IR and to provide an account of IR trends. The theoretical framework section explains 

the strategic credibility model by Higgins et al. (1989) and IR best practice by Lykkesfeldt (2006), and it 

states how theory is applied in this thesis.

Chapter two is a case study in two parts. The first part examines how IR is conducted at Danisco, while 

the other part examines how IR is conducted at JIRA winners. Their IR activities are categorized in to the  
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strategic credibility model in order to understand, how the companies construct strategic credibility.

In chapter three, a comparative study of IR practices of Danisco and those of JIRA winners are conducted 

based on the case study's findings in order to determine how they conduct IR differently. The different IR 

activities of JIRA winners are categorized into the strategic credibility model in order to understand how 

the particular activities impact on strategic credibility.

Chapter four elaborates on the applicability of JIRA winners' IR practices in a Danisco context. The IR 

activities  that  are  found  to  be  suitable  for  Danisco  are  identified  and  categorized  into  the  stratgeic 

credibility model to understand how they impact on Danisco's strategic credibility. 

In chapter five, the important findings of this thesis' analyses are summarized. Figure 1.3 below illustrates 

the analyses conducted in this thesis in order to arrive at its conclusions. 

Figure 1.3 The analyses conducted in this thesis

During  the  course  of  writing  this  thesis,  Danisco  received  an  offer  from Dupont  and  consequently, 

Danisco was acquired by Dupont 16 May, 2011 (Boersen 16.05.2011). Therefore, the perspectives in 

chapter six elaborates on how other companies than Danisco might benefit from this thesis' findings. In 

addition, a number of topics for further research are proposed.
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Chapter 2: Case study

2.1 IR at Danisco

This section investigates  Danisco,  examining how the company conducts IR.  The analysis  integrates 

information  obtained  from  a  presentation  on  Danisco's  IR  by  Corporate  Vice  President,  Corporate 

Communication & IR, Michael von Bülow and a questionnaire completed by Danisco's Head of External 

Communication & IR, Julie Quist. The strategic credibility model is applied to Danisco's IR activities. 

2.1.1 Company description

Danisco's roots date back to 1923 when the company was called Dansk Handels- og Industri Compagni. 

As of 1989 the company was known as Danisco A/S, a conglomerate producing packaging materials,  

frozen vegetables,  sugar, alcohol,  potato chips, emulsifiers etc. Mergers, acquisitions and divestments 

over the years streamlined Danisco's business (wikipedia.org, 05.05.2011) and nowadays, Danisco is a 

world leader in food ingredients,  enzymes and biotechnology based solutions.  Danisco's products are 

applied  around  the  world  in  industries  such  as  bakery,  food  and  beverages,  animal  feed,  laundry 

detergents and bio ethanol. These innovative solutions based on natural raw materials e.g. palm oil, citrus 

peel  and  sea  weed  etc.  provide  functional,  economic  and  environmental  benefits.  Danisco  has  its 

headquarters  in  Denmark  and  operates  from more  than  80  locations,  including  Japan  (danisco.com, 

17.04.2011).

2.1.2 IR policy

While it  is  not a legal requirement, companies are recommended to formulate  an IR policy (Nielsen 

2008). Danisco has an IR policy and the goal of this policy is to sustain a high level and continuous flow 

of  information  through  active  and open  dialogue  with  capital  market  players.  Furthermore,  Danisco 

informs the capital market of its economic and operational situation including future strategies and long-

term financial goals. Open communication is to ensure that the estimation of Danisco's worth reflects the 

company's current  situation and expectations.  Furthermore, in order to sustain an open dialogue with 

current  and potential  investors,  Danisco encourages  investors to  register their  shares by name in the 

company's  stock  register.  Spokes  persons  are  top  management  and  IR  executives  (von  Bülow, 

15.03.2011). It is evident that Danisco regards open policies as key to ensuring fair valuation of Danisco's  

shares.

2.1.3 Stock listing

Danisco is listed on NASDAQ OMX (Quist, 31.01.2011). According to the rules for issuers of shares on 
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this stock exchange, companies are obliged to disclose information as soon as possible about decisions, 

facts and other circumstances which is price sensitive, meaning information that is reasonably expected to 

affect the price of their listed securities. Additionally, companies must ensure that all market participants 

have access to the information simultaneously. Determination of price sensitive information should be 

based on the facts and circumstances in each case (NASDAQ OMX Group, 17.04.2011). Thus, Danisco's 

legal obligation is to disclose price sensitive information as soon as possible to.

2.1.4 Organization

Danisco's IR function consists of two individuals, Head of External Communication, Julie Quist and Vice 

President Corporate Communication & IR, Michael von Bülow. They have part time focus on IR work. 

IR is part of corporate communication and the IR function reports to the CEO (Quist, 31.01.2011). One 

example of how the IR function cooperates with top management is Danisco's IR strategy. The IR strategy 

is updated once a year in October. The new strategy is initially approved by CEO in January, it is adjusted 

in march and finally approved by the executive committee and CEO in April. Finally, the new strategy is 

implemented in May (von Bülow, 15.03.2011). It is evident that Danisco's IR function is organizationally 

close to top management. Literature on IR suggests that short distance between IR executives and top 

management impacts positively on companies'  perceived credibility (Higgins 2000 and Nielsen et  al. 

2010).

2.1.5 Values

IR at Danisco is guided by five values: creating value; being innovative; building competences; taking 

responsibility and believing in an open, honest and intelligent dialogue with all stakeholders at any time 

24/7/360 (von Bülow,  15.03.2011).  The innovation  aspect  is  particularly  interesting  since  this  thesis 

explores  IR  practices  in  Japan  and  evaluates  whether  Danisco  might  benefit  from adopting  certain 

practices.

2.1.6 Key performance indicators

Over the past three years it has been Danisco's aim to achieve a more balanced investor base. As a result,  

Danisco's international investor base has been lifted from 17% to 52%20 (Quist 31.01.2011). Other key 

performance indicators includes organizing a sufficient number and highly relevant investor meetings; 

ensuring a positive perception of the company as an investment opportunity through the equity story 21; 

publishing the obligatory annual report and quarterly reports; develop the IR website in terms of usability, 

20 Count at year-end 2010
21 Anglo-Saxon term for an overview of the challenges and opportunities, facing a company (borse-online.de)
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transparency  etc.  and  integrating  with  other  kinds  of  corporate  communication  and  communication 

platforms (von Bülow, 15.03.2011). Considering Danisco's aim to attract more foreign investors,  it  is 

relevant  to  consider  how  IR  is  conducted  in  Japan  to  learn  how Japanese  stakeholders  are  usually 

interacted with. This knowledge may help Danisco attract the attention of Japanese investors.

2.1.7 Challenges

IR does not directly generate income, and is therefore regarded as a pure cost centre. On top of that, it is  

difficult to prove the actual value, hence, difficult to estimate whether the costs spent or information 

published  were  worthwhile.  In  other  words,  getting  the  ratios  right  is  not  easy.  Challenges  of  IR 

furthermore include defining the right parameters of success, selecting the right communication channels, 

being at the forefront of capital markets and above all, to maintain credibility in a very volatile world (von  

Bülow, 15.03.2011). The biggest challenge for Danisco appears to be maintaining credibility. Therefore, it 

is interesting to apply the strategic credibility model in this thesis.

2.1.8 Share price

Danisco's share price has been somewhat volatile during the past five years. In May 2006, Danisco's share 

was traded at around 500 DKK, however, steadily declined from the outbreak of the worldwide financial 

crisis in 2007 and was traded at around 150 DKK in March 2009. By end 2010, however, the share price 

had  bounced back to  the  pre-crisis  level  (danisco.com,  18.04.2011),  despite  the  fact  that  the  global 

economy is only recovering from the recession and food prices are rising, meaning higher input prices for 

Danisco. 

On January 10, 2011, Dupont announced its interest to acquire Danisco and take over the majority of 

Danisco's  shares  for  665  DKK  per  share,  equivalent  to  a  25%  price  premium  at  the  time 

(dupontanddanisco.com, 18.04.2011). Despite recommendations from Danisco's top management to sell 

at 665 DKK, several investors seemed reluctant to sell their shares (Boersen, 08.04.2010). As a result,  

Danisco's closing price was 667 DKK on April 18, 2011 (NASDAQ OMX Group, 18.04.2011), indicating 

that Dupont might raise its offer to obtain the required amount of shares to acquire Danisco and delist the  

company  from NASDAQ OMX.  Considering  that  Danisco's  share  i  somewhat  cheaper  than  that  of 

Danisco's main competitor, Novozymes as illustrated in figure 2.1 below, investors might have found  that 

665 DKK did not fully reflect Danisco's worth. Having raised its offer to 700 DKK per share, Dupont  

succeeded in acquiring 92.2 % of Danisco shares on May 16, 2011. Consequently, Dupont delists Danisco 

from NASDAQ OMX effective from 17 June, 2011 (Danisco, 19.05.2011).
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Figure 2.1 Danisco's share price compared to main competitor22

According to Lykkesfeldt (2006), obtaining fair value of a company's shares limits the risk of takeover. 

However, in this case, Danisco might not only have represented an interesting investment opportunity for 

Dupont  because  it  is  cheaper  than  Novozymes,  but  because  Danisco  and  Dupont  had  a  partnership 

agreement. Hence, Danisco's activities complement Dupont's business well and it is likely that Dupont is 

able to fully utilize Danisco's potential.

2.1.9 IR activities

Figure 2.2 below provides an overview of the IR activities performed by Danisco. It is evident how the  

individual IR activities impact on Danisco's strategic credibility. While individual activities may relate to 

several elements of strategic credibility, the categorization defines their main purpose. For instance, an 

annual report is related to all four categories since it typically describes how the company has reached its 

results (relating to strategic capability). Additionally, it is the most comprehensive piece of information 

for stakeholders (relating to corporate communication) and it contains a message from top management 

(relating to CEO credibility). However, one may argue that its main purpose is to provide a financial 

overview of the particular fiscal year which relates to corporate performance and therefore, the annual 

report is categorized into corporate performance. 

22 Source: novozymes.com
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Figure 2.2 IR activities of Danisco23

According to figure 2.2, Danisco's IR activities relates to all the four elements, impacting on strategic 

credibility. The strategic capability category shows that Danisco informs about the company, its strategy, 

opportunities, challenges and competitors via the following publications: equity story, fact book, profile  

brochure and  fact sheets on Danisco. Additionally, Danisco provides the following sub menus in its IR 

section on danisco.com: corporate governance, providing an overview of Danisco's corporate governance 

structure;  corporate  strategy,  outlining  Danisco's  strategy;  FAQs/Q&As  on  IR  related  matters; 

divestments and acquisitions  and IR news24,  updating on strategic changes;  Market positions and  peer  

group,  informing  about  Danisco's  competitive  position  and  its  closest  competitors;  shareholder  

information  and  rating  of  securities,  informing  about  equity  analysts'  rating  of  Danisco's  share  and 

Danisco's  major  shareholders;  Risk  management25,  explaining  Danisco's  risk  perception  and  how  it 

manages risk. Finally, Danisco informs about the company via its various kinds of presentation slides,  

including financial goals; a presentation video and capital market days26 held once every second year. 

23 Sources: Questionnaire by Danisco's Head of External Communication & IR, Julie Quist, appendix 8.4.2 and danisco.com
24 Includes the obligatory stock exchange notices
25 This component could not fit into figure 2.2 due to space constraints.
26Anglo-Saxon companies typically invite analysts for a capital markets day once a year or once every second year to convey 
a substantial business update e.g. thorough presentation of new products, their research and development portfolio, mergers  
and acquisitions, a new strategy or other significant changes (Lykkesfeldt 2006)
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Danisco's capital market days tend to impact on CEO credibility as well, since Danisco's CEO usually 

speak at this event, making it possible for the participants to interact with the CEO. However, since CEOs 

not necessarily participates at capital  markets days, this event is mentioned in the strategic capability 

category. 

The reports which Danisco are obliged to disclose periodically, according to stock exchange regulations, 

are  found  in  the  corporate  performance  category,  namely  annual  report  and  quarterly  statements.  

Danisco's financial highlights and ratios complement these reports. Historical facts on dividend paid to 

Danisco's shareholders and on the price of Danisco's share are also found in this category,  the latter 

information is supplied by an external provider of financial information. Finally, Danisco discloses an 

overview of the consensus estimates on Danisco's performance on a quarterly basis made by the analysts 

following Danisco.

The corporate communication category indicates that Danisco interacts with its financial  stakeholders 

partly  via  on-line  communication  on  danisco.com,  e.g.  informing  about  Danisco's  IR  policy and  the 

analysts following Danisco. Additionally, providing direct contact information to Danisco's IR executives 

enables telephone and e-mail contact. website visitors may subscribe to an e-mail service provided by 

Danisco and it is possible to acquire a hard copy of Danisco's annual reports. A special service for Danish 

speaking  investors  is  Danisco's  microsite  on  investor  information  in  Danish.  Additionally,  Danisco 

provides  a  web  page  dedicated  to  potential  investors.  All  information  related  to  forward  looking 

statements  has  a  safe  harbor  provision attached  where  the  company  disclaims  responsibility  in  this 

regard.  website  visitors  may sign  up for  RSS feeds  as  well  as  Danisco's  latest  IR materials  can  be 

conveniently downloaded from one sub menu. Danisco's  IR calendar informs about past and upcoming 

IR events and silent periods27. Danisco conducts teleconferences and streams webcasts several times a 

year,  e.g.  in  connection  to  earnings  releases.  Danisco's  CEO  is  frequently  exposed  through 

teleconferences and webcasts, however, these IR activities belongs to this category since the CEO does 

not always participate. Danisco engages in dialogue with some of its stakeholders during roadshows28, 

mainly in the UK, Germany, France, Switzerland, the U.S. and the nordic countries. Additionally, Danisco  

conducts approximately 750 one-on-one meetings with institutional investors per year and one-on-one 

meetings with analysts on request. Following Danisco's IR events, the company gathers feedback from 

participants through satisfaction surveys.

The CEO credibility category contains a single activity, namely Danisco's annual general meeting where 

Danisco's  CEO is  present  and  participants  at  the  meeting  have  the  opportunity  to  post  questions  to 

Danisco's executive board and board of directors.

27 IR executives are not allowed to interact with external stakeholders three weeks before earnings releases.
28 Danisco's IR executives travels domestically and abroad following every earnings release to give presentations at events,  

typically organized by financial institutions
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2.2 IR at JIRA winners

Having examined how IR is conducted at Danisco, this section investigates how IR is conducted at JIRA 

winners. Firstly, JIRA winners are examined on an individual basis. Secondly, they are examined as a 

group to determine the frequency of their particular IR activities. This analysis integrates information 

obtained through JIRA winners' websites and dialogues with three JIRA winners, namely Kirin, Shiseido 

and Tokio Marine. The strategic credibility model is applied to JIRA winners' IR activities.

2.2.1 Company descriptions

The following descriptions of JIRA winners explains briefly when the companies were established, the 

nature of their business, in which countries they operate and their number of employees, to the extent that 

this information was accessible. Their IR activities are outlined and categorized into the four elements of  

strategic  credibility  to  determine  how JIRA winners  construct  strategic  credibility.  Furthermore,  it  is 

evident that the number of IR activities conducted  among JIRA winners varies greatly.  Some JIRA 

winners provide a significant amount of IR practices e.g. Eisai, while the IR activities of other JIRA 

winners e.g. Family Mart are less diversified.

Figure 2.3 Asahi Breweries29

Company Description

Asahi Breweries Founded in 1949. Operates in countries in Asia/Oceania, Europe and North America. Provides alcoholic 

beverages, soft drinks food, pharmaceuticals and supplements. 3576  employees.

29 Source: asahibeer.com
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Figure 2.4 Eisai30

Company Description

Eisai Founded in 1941. Provides pharmaceutical drugs, -production systems and -equipment. Operates in Asia, UK, 

USA and Europe. 11,415 employees.

Figure 2.5 Family Mart31

Company Description

Family Mart Founded in 1981. Convenience store chain operating in Asia and the U.S. 3358 employees. 

30 Source: eisai.com
31 Source: family.co.jp
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Figure 2.6 Kirin32

Company Description

Kirin Founded in 1907. Provides  soft  drinks,  food, pharmaceuticals  and alcohol.  Headquartered in Japan. 

31,966 employees.

Figure 2.7 Komatsu33

Company Description

Komatsu Founded in 1917. Involved with mining, construction, equipment and machinery. Operates in the Americas, 

Asia and Europe. 38,518 employees.

32 Sources: kirinholdings.co.jp + correspondence with Kirin, appendix 8.5.3
33 Source: komatsu.com
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Figure 2.8 Konica Minolta34

Company Description

Konica Minolta Founded in 1936.  Provides  products  within office equipment,  optics,  healthcare,  sensing.  Operates 

worldwide. 36,000 employees.

Figure 2.9 Lawson35

Company Description

Lawson Founded in 1975. Convenience store chain. Operates in Japan and China. 5,236 employees.

34 Source: konicaminolta.com
35 Source: lawson.co.jp
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Figure 2.10 Mitsubishi Estate36

Company Description

Mitsubishi
Estate

Founded in 1937. Activities within construction, real estate, urban development, investment management,  

design and engineering. Operates in Asia, the US and UK.

Figure 2.11 Nippon Mining37

Company Description

Nippon Mining Became part of the newly established JX Group in 2010, consisting of JX Nippon Oil & Energy, JX Nippon 

Oil & Gas Exploration, JX Nippon Mining & Metals.

36 Source: mec.co.jp
37 Source: hd.jx-group.co.jp
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Figure 2.12 Nissan Motor38

Company Description

Nissan Motor Founded in 1933. Provides automotive and marine equipment. Operates in Asia, the Americas, Europe and 

South Africa. 151,698 employees.

Figure 2.13 Oriental Land39

Company Description

Oriental Land Founded in 1960. OperatesTokyo Disney Land since 1983. Involved with several business ventures e.g. a 

shopping mall, monorail system etc.

38 Source: nissan-global.com
39 Source: olc.co.jp
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Figure 2.14 Shiseido40

Company Description

Shiseido Founded in 1872. Provides cosmetics. Operates in Asia/Oceania, Europe and Americas. 

Figure 2.15 Tokio Marine41

Company Description

Tokio Marine Founded in 2002 to manage its  subsidiaries,  including Tokio Marine  & Nichido;  Nisshin Fire;  E.design 

Insurance; Tokio Marine & Nichido Life; Tokio Marine & Nichido Financial Life; Tokio Marine Millea SAST; 

Philadelphia Insurance Company and Kiln

40 Sources: Shiseido.com and correspondence with Shiseido, appendix 8.5.4
41 Source: tokiomarinehd.com and correspondence with Tokio Marine, appendix 8.5.5
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Figure 2.16 Unicharm42

Company Description

Unicharm Founded in 1961. Sells care products for pets, babies, children and women; health care products; cosmetics;  

household products; food packaging and industrial materials. Operates in Asia/Oceania, Europe and the Middle 

East. 1243 people employees.

2.2.2 Stock listing

Table 2.2 below provides an overview of the stock exchange where JIRA winners are listed. The majority 

of JIRA winners are listed on several stock exchanges in Japan and Europe, particularly in the largest 

European economy, Germany. Family Mart,  Lawson, Tokio Marine and Unicharm are listed in Japan 

only, and the latter two only on Tokyo Stock exchange.

Table 2.1JIRA winners' stock listing43

Company Stock exchange(s)

Asahi Breweries Berlin; Frankfurt; Munich; Osaka; Stuttgart; Tokyo

Eisai Munich; Osaka; Tokyo

Family Mart Tokyo

Kirin Berlin; Frankfurt; Munich; Nagoya; Osaka; Tokyo

Komatsu Indonesia; Frankfurt; Munich; Osaka; Pan-European Xetra; Tokyo

Konica Minolta Berlin; Munich; Osaka; Tokyo

Lawson Osaka; Tokyo

42 Source: unicharm.co.jp
43 Sources: asahibeer.com; eisai.com; family.co.jp; hd.jx-group.co.jp; kirinholdings.co.jp; komatsu.com; konicaminolta.com; 

lawson.co.jp; mec.co.jp; nissan-global.com; olc.co.jp; shiseido.com; tokiomarinehd.com; unicharm.co.jp, wikinvest.com 
and correspondence with Kirin, appendix 8.5.3
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Mitsubishi Estate Berlin; Munich; Nagoya; Osaka; Stuttgart; Tokyo

Nippon Mining Frankfurt; Nagoya; Osaka; Tokyo

Nissan Motor Frankfurt; Munich; Pan-European Xetra; Stuttgart; Tokyo

Oriental Land Berlin; Frankfurt; Tokyo

Shiseido Berlin; Frankfurt; Munich; Stuttgart; Tokyo

Tokio Marine Tokyo

Unicharm Tokyo

2.2.3 Organization

Despite the fact that information about the organization of JIRA winners' IR functions was unaccessible in 

most cases, evidence from three JIRA winners indicate that IR is perceived as a financial discipline rather 

than corporate communication, according to table 2.3 below. This observation is supported by Higgins 

(2000) who found that the IR functions of Sony and Toyota are either integrated with or cooperates with 

corporate finance. Finally, there seems to be a tendency to isolate IR in independent units.

Table 2.2 JIRA winners' organization of IR44

Company Organization

Asahi Breweries N/A

Eisai N/A

Family Mart N/A

Kirin Independent unit, reporting to corporate communication

Komatsu N/A

Konica Minolta N/A

Lawson N/A

Mitsubishi Estate N/A

Nippon Mining IR is integrated with corporate finance

Nissan Motor N/A

Oriental Land N/A

Shiseido IR is an independent unit, cooperating with corporate finance

Tokio Marine N/A

Unicharm N/A

44 Sources: asahibeer.com; eisai.com; family.co.jp; hd.jx-group.co.jp; kirinholdings.co.jp; komatsu.com; konicaminolta.com; 
lawson.co.jp; mec.co.jp; nissan-global.com; olc.co.jp; shiseido.com; tokiomarinehd.com and unicharm.co.jp
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2.2.4 IR activities

This section quantifies the IR activities found among JIRA winners. In this way, it becomes clear how 

many JIRA winners perform the particular activities. The IR activities are again categorized according to 

the strategic credibility model in order to understand how they impact on companies' strategic credibility. 

Thus, the findings can be illustrated as in figure 2.17 below. This analysis furthermore integrates the 

literature on IR, the expert interview and IR best practice.

Figure 2.17 Strategic credibility of JIRA winners

2.2.4.1 Strategic capability

The IR activities of JIRA winners, relating to strategic capability are illustrated below in  figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17 IR activities related to strategic capability45

JIRA winners' financial targets and how they intend to reach them are found in  Management Policies,  

Three-Year-Plan and Medium-term business plan, according to figure 2.18. Ambitious targets usually has 

a stimulating effect on the board and management in terms of utilizing a company's potential whereas the 

downside  may  be  a  tendency  to  focus  on  the  short-term development  in  order  to  please  investors. 

Therefore, it is crucial to efficiently communicate the importance of longer term investments e.g research 

and  development  (Lykkesfeldt  2006).  In  line  with  Lykkesfeldt's  recommendation,  JIRA  winners 

communicate their medium-term strategies along with financial goals.

While  many western companies provide  an equity story,  this  kind of  publication  seems almost  non-

existent in Japan, as none of JIRA winners have one, according to figure 2.18. The idea of the equity story 

is to communicate advantages over peers, in other words “spell out how your business is different from 

all the others'” (Sandberg (2002) in Nielsen et al. 2010). While it appears that JIRA winners communicate 

similar information,  it can be found in publications like  Inside “company”46, 1 minute guide to 5 key  

points etc, according to figure 2.18. 

Figure 2.18 shows that only four JIRA winners conduct capital markets days. However, more companies 

45 Source: figures 2.2 – 2.15
46 ”company” replaces the particular name of the company providing this IR activity
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might do it although there are no trace of such events on their websites. That is for instance the case for 

Kirin; when looking through Kirin's website it does not tell whether Kirin conducts capital market days. 

However, according to Kirin's IR function, the company does invite analysts for such events.47 The same 

goes for Shiseido and Tokio Marine. They do not announce capital markets days on their websites either, 

despite regularly conducting IR meetings for analysts48

Seven JIRA winners provide an overview of their corporate governance structure on their websites and 

three  JIRA winners  inform  how  their  IR  is  organized.  Whereas  the  IR  function  of  Shiseido  is  an  

independent unit, cooperating with corporate finance, the IR function of Nippon Mining is integrated with 

corporate finance, and Kirin's IR function is independent, reporting to corporate communications.  This 

finding is interesting because it conflicts with the observation of Nielsen et al. (2010) who found that IR 

functions are either independent or integrated with corporate communication49. Nielsen et al. may base 

their finding on IR practices of Danish companies as evidently, IR is in some cases related to finance.

The environmental and social report (CSR report henceforth) is included in this category despite the fact  

that CSR is not directly related to IR. However, four JIRA winners either upload their CSR report in the 

IR section of their website or provide a link to it. By placing the CSR report in front of stakeholders, 

viewing their  IR section,  these  JIRA winners  seem to  stress  that  environmental  and social  concerns 

complement profit making. 

2.2.4.2 Corporate performance

An overview of JIRA winners' corporate performance related activities is provided in figure 2.19 below. 

47 See correspondence with Kirin, appendix 8.5.3 
48 See correspondence with Shiseido, appendix 8.5.4 and Tokio Marine, appendix 8.5.5
49 See section 1.5.1
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Figure 2.19 IR activities related to corporate performance50

The annual report plays a central role in terms of building trust (Clarke and Murray in Nielsen et al. 2010) 

and it represents the most comprehensive piece of information about a company, especially for private 

investors (Nielsen 2010).  According to figure 2.19, all JIRA winners' publishes annual reports which is in 

line with the fact that reporting periodically on business results is a legal obligation according to stock 

exchange regulation. Interestingly, however, annual reports are downloadable in PDF format on all JIRA 

winners' websites and five JIRA winners provide e-book format as well. JIRA winners' use of technology 

in this regard is in line with the IR trend to provide annual reports in a downloadable format, mainly 

motivated by the cost savings it provides (Hansen et al. 2010 and Nielsen et al. 2010). Web based annual 

reports are also advantageous in the sense that they can be updated frequently (Nielsen et al. 2010), and  

readers can move quickly from e.g.  the consolidated income statement to  footnotes (Goodman et al.  

2010). Seven JIRA winners have an inquiry option for annual reports in hard copy in addition to their  on-

line version. The fact that the other seven JIRA winners do not provide such service, may either indicate 

that they do not print annual reports anymore or that they try to limit the number of requests for hard  

copies.

50 Source: figures 2.3 – 2.16
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2.2.4.3 Corporate communication

Figure  2.20  below provides  an  overview of  the  corporate  communication-related IR activities  found 

among JIRA winners.

Figure 2.20 IR activities related to corporate communication51

Companies' websites have become their most important IR tool (Lykkesfeldt 2006). It is perceived by 

many  as  the  next-best  thing  to  face-to-face  communication,  it  is  fast  and  provides  direct  access  to 

information to all audiences. Furthermore, it is efficient, cost saving and convenient both for companies 

and  the  financial  community  (Higgins  2000).  In  particular,  the  website  is  important  for  individual 

investors who usually do not participate on roadshows, capital  markets days etc.  (Lykkesfeldt 2006). 

Accessibility of information and presentations is crucial in order to maintain the interest of stakeholders 

(Lykkesfeldt  2006)  and  on  websites,  information  about  business  transactions,  labor  practices, 

environmental compliance, and intellectual property filings that was once available only through lengthy 

and cost-prohibitive visits to governmental records offices is now instantly accessible to anyone with an 

internet connection (Goodman et al. 2010). Evidently, JIRA winners utilize these benefits as all of them 

51 Source: figures 2.3 – 2.16
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have a corporate website, according to figure 2.20.

Conducting conference calls is also an efficient communication method. Additionally, webcasts enable 

listeners to see the management (Lykkesfeldt 2006). Figure 2.20 shows that some JIRA winners use this 

technology, although not all of them.  A study conducted in 1998 revealed that conference calls were 

perceived as the most valuable source of strategic and financial information among the Internet, e-mail 

and conference calls due to its superiority in terms of quality, timeliness and specificity of information. 

This study's conclusions indicate that direct access to the CFO, CEO and IR officers is an important factor  

when trying to evaluate the potential  of a company's worth (Higgins 2000). Evidently,  JIRA winners 

recognize the advantages of conference calls and webcasts as several JIRA winners provide them. 

Figure 2.21 below shows a corporate channel provided by one JIRA winner. Since communication is not 

only limited to speech and words but also includes vocal pitch and body language, a corporate channel 

featuring top management seems to be an efficient means of communication.

Figure 2.21 CEO performing on corporate channel52

However, considering the importance of a two-way communication between companies and the financial 

community,  it  is  remarkable  that  five  JIRA winners  do  not  provide  contact  information  of  their  IR 

function.  This  indicates,  according  to  an  IR  expert53,  that  IR  is  not  taken  very  seriously  by  these 

companies, which may be associated with the fact that they do not need to attract external funding. The 

IR expert explains that in order to receive stakeholders' attention it is crucial to make it as easy as possible  

for them to obtain information. Furthermore, In 1998, a survey found that 84% of the responding equity 

52 Source: nissan-global.com
53 The IR expert wishes to be anonymous in this thesis and will be referred to as the IR expert throughout this thesis. See 

interview in appendix 8.4.3
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analysts communicated with companies through e-mail (Higgins et al. 2000). This finding underlines the 

importance of providing the IR function's contact information on websites where stakeholders typically 

look for it.

However, the fact that one JIRA winner conducts perception studies among analysts and institutional 

investors and private investors shows the opposite, that these JIRA winners put efforts into enhancing an 

open dialogue with their stakeholders. For instance, Shiseido believes that interaction with investors is a  

key element of IR54. 

Lykkesfeldt (2006) recommends companies to frequently travel domestically and abroad in order to meet 

stakeholders on roadshows, keeping them informed about the development of the company. Five JIRA 

winners participate on roadshows, according to figure 2.20. However, considering that all JIRA winners 

have uploaded presentation slides on their websites, according to figure 2.18, it is likely that many more 

JIRA winners actually conduct roadshows.

Another  activity  found  among  JIRA winners  is  investor  benefits,  implying  that  investors  receive  a 

particular amount of the company's products or services relative to the amount of shares held. The JIRA 

winner, performing this practice, provides complimentary season passes as shown in figure 2.22 below. 

Table 2.4 outlines how many season passes the investors receive according to the amount of stocks they 

own.

Figure 2.22 Season pass for stockholders from Oriental Land55

54 See correspondence with Shiseido, appendix 8.5.3
55 Source: olc.co.jp
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Table 2.4 Distribution of complimentary season passes56  

Number of holding shares September March Total

100 shares and over 1 1 2

200 shares and over 2 2 4

300 shares and over 3 3 6

400 shares and over 4 4 8

500 shares and over 5 5 10

3000 shares and over 6 6 12

2.2.4.4 CEO credibility

In order to ensure companies' credibility, it is crucial that capital market actors meet with top management  

(Hong et al. (2007) in Nielsen et al. 2008). In this section, the IR activities of JIRA winners, involving the 

CEO are examined. Figure 2.23 below provides an overview of the findings.

Figure 2.23 IR activities related to CEO credibility57

According to figure 2.23, the CEOs of 13 JIRA winners address readers of the company's website in a 

Message from CEO, and one JIRA winner provides a Message to Investors. According to the IR expert, 

CEO personification of the company is an Anglo-Saxon practice and companies in this region tend to be 

branded according to the philosophy that the CEO is the company. The IR expert believes that Message to  

Investors and similar statements are aimed for the media rather than investors who talk with the company 

in stead. However, considering that IR functions tend to concentrate on serving institutional investors and 

analysts, private investors might find them useful since they have fewer opportunities to interact with the 

56 Ibid
57 Source: 2.3 – 2.16
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company. Figure 2.24 below shows an example of a message for website visitors from top management. It 

is evident that the CEO appears personable in these statements. Furthermore, the text regarding strategy 

provides the impression that the management is concerned with optimizing value for its stakeholders. 

This is in line with the observations of Higgins et al. (1989), indicating that investors better accept a 

company's shares if they sense a clear corporate direction and responsibility.

Figure 2.24 Message from CEO58

2.3 Common IR activities among JIRA winners

The quantification of IR activities in figures 2.18 – 2.20 and 2.23 helps understanding which IR activities  

that are most common among JIRA winners, namely those performed by at least seven JIRA winners. As 

a result, figure 2.25 below illustrates the pattern in JIRA winners' IR activities. All IR activities relating to 

strategic  credibility  and corporate  performance  are  also  performed by Danisco.  However,  disclosure  

policy and regulations as well as  IR library, relating to corporate communication and a  Message from 

CEO, relating to CEO credibility are only performed by JIRA winners. In conclusion, JIRA winners seem 

to have adapted to global IR, performing IR activities that are widely applied around the world, as well as 

they seem to have developed national IR trends.

58 Source: asahibeer.com
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Figure 2.25 Most common IR activities of JIRA winners59

2.4 Sub conclusion

The case study informed about Danisco and JIRA winners, focusing on how they conduct IR. Based on 

these findings it is possible to draw conclusions related to research question one, namely how Danisco 

practices IR compared to JIRA winners.The individual accounts of the companies summarized in figures 

2.2 – 2.15 points to the fact that Danisco's IR activities are more diversified than any of the JIRA winners'  

on an individual basis. Figures 2.18 – 2.20 and figure 2.23 quantifies the IR activities found among JIRA 

winners, revealing a number of presumably global IR trends, performed by at least seven JIRA winners 

and Danisco. The figures also reveal IR practices which are common among JIRA winners, however, not 

performed by Danisco. These may either be global IR trends which Danisco have not adapted to, or they 

may be national IR practices developed in Japan. JIRA winners' unique IR activities include information 

on JIRA winner's website concerning their regulations for information disclosure, in contrast to Danisco's 

IR policy, containing all guidelines concerning IR at Danisco. Furthermore, the sub menu IR library on 

their websites where JIRA winners' outdated IR publications are uploaded and, finally, greetings from 

CEO on JIRA winners' website. Danisco has no similar statements on danisco.com.

59 Source: figures 2.18 – 2.20 and 2.23
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Chapter 3: comparative analysis

The case study examined how IR is practiced at Danisco and JIRA winners, respectively. A comparative 

study of Danisco and the group of JIRA winners' legal framework, organization of their IR and their  

particular IR activities is conducted in this chapter. This thesis' analytical framework is applied, namely 

IR best practice and the strategic credibility model. Moreover, literature on IR and the expert interview is 

integrated.

3.1 Legal framework

IR  mistakes  can  cost  real  people  real  money.  Therefore,  IR  is  the  most  heavily  regulated  of 

communication disciplines; laws, government regulations and stock exchange regulations dictate how IR 

is  conducted  and  when  (Doorley  et  al.  2007).  Every  stock  exchange  has  requirements  to  its  listed 

companies. Table 3.1 below illustrates on which stock exchanges the shares of JIRA winners are listed 

compared to Danisco, hence which stock exchange regulations they are obliged to adhere to.

Table 3.1 Stock exchange overview

Stock exchange JIRA winners60 Danisco61

Berlin Stock Exchange Yes No

Frankfurt Stock Exchange Yes No

Indonesia Stock Exchange Yes No

Munich Stock Exchange Yes No

Nagoya Stock Exchange Yes No

NASDAQ OMX No Yes

Osaka Stock Exchange Yes No

Pan-European Xetra trading 
platform

Yes No

Stuttgart Stock Exchange Yes No

Tokyo Stock Exchange Yes No

According to table 3.1, Danisco is listed in Denmark on NASDAQ OMX, whereas JIRA winners are 

listed on various stock exchanges in Japan and Germany as well as the Pan-European trading platform 

Xetra.

As earlier  mentioned, NASDAQ OMX rules imply disclosing price sensitive information as soon as 

60 Source: table 2.1
61 Source: figure 2.2
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possible62. Similarly, companies listed on Tokyo Stock exchange are obliged to send their documents to 

the exchange immediately in Japanese or English and monetary amounts should be stated in the Japanese 

currency.  Additionally, companies  are  to  comply  with  the  requirements  of  prompt,  accurate  and fair 

disclosure of corporate information at all times from the viewpoint of investors (Tokyo Stock Exchange, 

23.05.2011). 

Indonesian stock exchange regulations imply that companies submit periodical and incidental reports to 

the exchange simultaneously with disclosure to the public. Periodic reports are defined by the Indonesian 

stock exchange as annual financial statements, interim financial statements, balance sheets, profit and loss 

statements, statements of changes in equity, cash flow statements and other statements and explanation 

material  which  are  part  of  the  financial  Statement  (Indonesian  Stock  Exchange,  28.05.2011). 

Interestingly,  Indonesian  Stock  Exchange  does  not  mention  the  timing  of  companies'  information 

disclosure.

Regulations imposed by Deutsche Börse  Group includes transmitting the annual financial statements to 

the management board at the latest four months after the end of a given financial year. In addition, half-

yearly financial statements are to be prepared for the first six months of a financial year. Quarterly reports  

must be prepared for each of the first and third quarters of a financial year at the respective reporting 

deadlines. Thus, German stock exchange regulations are more explicit on the timing of disclosure than 

NASDAQ OMX (as soon as possible), Tokyo Stock Exchange (prompt) and Indonesian Stock Exchange 

(none). The half-yearly and quarterly financial statements shall be prepared in both German and English. 

Listed companies with registered offices outside Germany may prepare their half-yearly and quarterly 

reports in English only. The companies are to prepare and continuously update upon commencement of 

trading in  the  security  and thereafter  at  the  beginning of  each  financial  year.  Furthermore,  they  are 

required to disclose a financial calendar for at least the respective financial year, in German and English, 

including the most important corporate action events, in particular the annual general meeting, the press  

conferences and analysts meetings. The financial calendar should be published on the corporate website 

and also submitted to the stock exchange in electronic form. Finally, companies are required to conduct 

an analysts meeting at least once a year besides the press conference in order to announce the figures 

from the annual accounts (Deutsche Börse Group, 23.05.2011).

When analyzing the legal framework, it is clear that the information disclosure of Danisco and JIRA 

winners go beyond their obligations, according to stock exchange regulations. In addition to the required 

annual report and half yearly/quarterly statements, they provide many more information materials. This is 

in line with Tuomin's recommendation (1997) that companies should engage in a frequent, thorough, 

proactive  and  diversified  two-way  communication  with  stakeholders  in  addition  to  their  obligatory 

62 See section 2.1.3
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statements and reports.

Interestingly, however, most JIRA winners do not mention analysts meetings, press conferences etc. in 

their financial calendars despite the fact that the JIRA winners, who are listed in Germany are obliged to 

do so, according to German stock exchange regulations. Figure 3.1 below is a typical example of JIRA 

winners' financial calendars. It is evident, that only earnings releases and annual general meetings are 

noted in this calendar. Therefore, it seems that some JIRA winners do not fully comply with their legal 

obligations. Danisco, on the other hand, complies with NASDAQ OMX regulations. Given the fact that 

these events are not mentioned in JIRA winners' financial  calendars, it  is  unclear whether the JIIRA 

winners listed on German stock exchanges, comply with the law about hosting an information meeting for  

analysts once a year.

Figure 3.1 Financial calendar of JIRA winner63

3.2 Organization

IR is organized differently at Danisco and JIRA winners. The IR function of Danisco is part of corporate 

communications and refers directly to CEO. In contrast, one JIRA winner's IR function is an independent 

unit,  cooperating  with  corporate  finance,  another  IR  function  of  a  JIRA winner  is  integrated  with 

corporate finance, while a third IR function is an independent unit, reporting to corporate communication. 

Table 3.2 below provides an overview of how the JIRA winners' IR functions are organized.

63 konicaminolta.com
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Table 3.2 Organization of IR functions

Organization JIRA winners64 Danisco65

Integrated with corporate 
communication

No Yes

Independent, reporting to 
corporate communication

Yes No

Integrated with corporate 
finance

Yes No

Independent, cooperating 
with corporate finance

Yes No

3.3 IR activities

This section compares the particular IR activities conducted by Danisco and JIRA winners, respectively,  

categorizing them into the four elements, impacting on strategic credibility.

3.3.1 Strategic capability related-activities

Table 3.3 IR activities related to strategic capability

Strategic capability JIRA winners66 Danisco67

“Company” at a glance Yes No

Capital markets day Yes Yes

Corporate governance Yes Yes

Corporate strategy Yes Yes

CSR report Yes No

Equity story No Yes

Fact book/sheets Yes Yes

FAQs/Q&As Yes Yes

Financial goals Yes Yes

Information on divestments 
and acquisitions

No Yes

Inside “company” Yes No

Investor kit Yes No

IR news Yes Yes

IR section on website Yes Yes

64 Source: table 2.2
65 Source: figure 2.2
66 Source: figures 2.3 – 2.15
67 Source: figure 2.2
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IR notices Yes No

Management policies Yes No

Market positions No Yes

Medium-term business plan Yes No

News releases Yes Yes

Peer group Yes Yes

Presentation slides Yes Yes

Presentation video Yes Yes

Profile brochure No Yes

Rating of securities Yes Yes

Raw materials prices Yes No

Risk management No Yes

SEC filings Yes No

Segment and geographic 
information

Yes No

Shareholder information Yes Yes

Three-Year-Plan Yes No

1 minute guide to 5 key 
points

Yes No

According to Table 3.3,  the similarities of Danisco and JIRA winners concerning strategic capability 

activities are numerous. However, JIRA winners informs about their companies in different ways as well.  

The  unique  Japanese  strategic  capability-related  IR  activities  include  information  materials  such  as 

”company” at a glance; 1 minute guide to 5 key points; Investor kit; Inside “company” and Segment and 

geographic information. The comparison reveals that Danisco and JIRA winners provide more or less the 

same  kind  of  information.  However,  in  some cases,  they  use  different  terminology  to  describe  this 

information.  For  instance,  Danisco's  fact  sheets captures  much of  the information provided by JIRA 

winners  in  the  aforementioned  information  materials.  The  same  goes  for  JIRA winners'  different 

information  materials  on  their  strategy,  opportunities  and  challenges,  namely  Management  policies, 

Medium-term business plan, Raw materials prices and Three-Year-Plan. This information is captured in 

Danisco's  equity story. The nature of the information in JIRA winners'  SEC filings  are similar to what 

Danisco announces in IR news.

Interestingly, JIRA winners uploads their CSR report in the IR section in addition to uploading it in their  

CSR sections only. 
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3.3.2 Corporate performance-related activities

Table 3.4 IR activities related to corporate performance

Corporate performance JIRA winners68 Danisco69

11 year financial statement Yes No

Alliance Facts & Figures Yes No

Annual report (e-book) Yes Yes

Annual report (hard copy) Yes Yes

Annual report (PDF) Yes Yes

Business report Yes No

Consensus estimates No Yes

Dividend information Yes Yes

Financial highlights/ratios Yes Yes

Financial information by external 
provider

Yes Yes

Flash report Yes No

Historical financial data70 Yes No

History of corporate growth Yes No

Monthly 
business performance

Yes No

Net sales of major products Yes No

Performance and earnings 
forecast

Yes No

Quarterly reports Yes Yes

Report  on  open  and  closure  of 
shops

Yes No

Sales & Profit gains report Yes No

Stock performance Yes Yes

Yearly overview Yes No

Table 3.4 reveals the same pattern as provided in table 3.3. The similarities are numerous, however, JIRA 

winners employ different terminology in some cases, namely Alliance Facts & Figures, Business report, 

Flash report, Historical financial data, History of corporate growth, Sales & Profit gains report, Net 

sales of major products and Yearly overview. This information is captured in Danisco's periodic reports, 

68 Source: figures 2.3 – 2.15
69 Source: figures 2.2
70 Refers to a publication called Historical financial data. 
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annual report   and  quarterly statements.  Thus, similar to the findings in section 3.3.1, this comparison 

indicates that Danisco and JIRA winners convey more or less the same kind of information, however 

through different publications. The report on open and closure of shops is an exception, though, since 

reporting on such matters does not apply to Danisco who has no shops. Additionally, Danisco reports only 

on a  quarterly  basis,  unlike  the JIRA winners  providing  Monthly business  performance and  11 year 

financial statement.  

Interestingly, JIRA winners do not disclose  consensus estimates made by the equity analysts following 

their companies, although most JIRA winners announce the names of these analysts, as evident in table 

3.5 below.

3.3.3 Corporate communication-related activities

Table 3.5 IR activities related to corporate communication

Corporate communication JIRA winner71 Danisco72

Analyst coverage Yes Yes

Conference calls Yes Yes

Corporate glossary Yes No

Corporate channel Yes No

Disclosure 
policy/regulations

Yes No

E-mail subscription service Yes Yes

Satisfaction
survey following IR events

Yes Yes

Satisfaction  survey  among 
private investors

Yes No

General contact information 
only 

Yes No

Website Yes Yes

How to become 
a  shareholder

Yes No

Investor benefits Yes No

IR archive Yes No

IR calendar Yes Yes

IR library Yes No

IR contact information Yes Yes

71 Source: figure 2.3 – 2.15
72 Sources: figure 2.2
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IR microsite No Yes

IR notice Yes No

IR policy No Yes

IR Topics Yes No

No contact information Yes No

One-on-one  meetings  with 
analysts

N/A Yes

One-on-one  meetings  with 
institutional investors

Yes Yes

One-on-one  meetings  with 
private investors

Yes No

Online request function for 
annual reports

Yes Yes

Package of latest 
IR materials

Yes Yes

Perception studies Yes No

Roadshows Yes Yes

RSS Yes Yes

Safe harbor provisions Yes Yes

Web page dedicated 
to potential investors

No Yes

Shareholder services Yes No

Silent period Yes Yes

Top 5 most viewed pages Yes No

Q&As to presentations Yes No

Webcasts Yes Yes

Unique corporate IR activities found among JIRA winners in this category include a number of tech-

savvy items such as corporate glossary, enabling website visitors to look up specific terminology applied 

by the company, e.g. the name of their products, campaigns etc.. Additionally, top 5 most viewed pages, 

showing  which  webpages  that  attract  the  most  attention  from  website  visitors,  corporate  channel, 

performing various company related news and IR archive, providing website visitors a quick overview of 

the various kinds of IR uploads, dating several years back.

Other  activities performed only by JIRA winners include  shareholder services,  providing the contact 

information  of  the  company's  transfer  agent73.  In  contrast,  Danisco  does  not  have  a  transfer  agent. 

Interestingly,  JIRA winners  transcribes  and  uploads  Q&As following  their  presentations  e.g.  annual 

73 A transfer agent is a financial institution assigned by the public company e.g. to keep records of investors, account balances  
and transactions (investopedia.com). 
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general  meetings.  While  Danisco  uploads  the  slides  shown  during  their  presentations  including  the 

speakers' speech and streams webcasts on earnings presentations, Danisco does not upload transcriptions 

of the Q&A sessions, following these events. Furthermore, one JIRA winner explains the procedure of 

how to become a shareholder and another JIRA winner offers benefits to its investors.

The following activities differs from Danisco's only in the way that they are named differently.  Disclosure 

policy and  Disclosure regulations outline the guidelines for how and what information JIRA winners 

disclose which is similar to Danisco's IR policy. Despite the fact that Danisco does not have a sub menu 

called IR  library,  containing  outdated  IR  information,  it  is  possible  to  find  older  publications  on 

danisco.com. IR notice and IR topics are similar to Danisco's IR news.

A few JIRA winners provide only general contact information or no contact information at all, in contrast  

to Danisco who provides the contact information of its IR function.

While Danisco conducts one-on-one meetings with institutional investors and equity analysts, one JIRA 

winner also conducts one-on-one meetings with private investors on request. One-on-one meetings are 

perceived  as  controversial  by  some,  since  all  stakeholders  should  be  simultaneously  informed about 

matters influencing on the share price.  Therefore,  meetings exclusively for institutional investors and 

analysts are often critically discussed in the media among experts and politicians.  Although personal 

meetings tend to positively impact on companies' credibility, according to Higgins (2000), it is crucial,  

that only already disclosed information is discussed during these meetings (Nielsen et al. 2010). However,  

the JIRA winner, conducting one-on-one meetings with private investors, emphasizes that it respects the 

principle of fair disclosure, meaning that only disclosed information is discussed during these investor 

meetings74. The fact that Japanese companies apparently offer a higher service towards private investors, 

typically holding smaller amounts of shares, indicates that they take the principle of an open two-way 

communication with all their stakeholders very seriously. 

Satisfaction surveys among stakeholders are not carried out by Danisco's IR function. However, one JIRA 

winner conducts a satisfaction survey once every year among private investors75. Additionally, another 

JIRA winner conducts perception gap studies among analysts and institutional investors and perception 

studies among private investors76. This practice is in accordance with the fact that obtaining feedback 

from stakeholders is an important element of IR, according to how IR is defined in Japan77. It is also in 

line with the conclusion of Doorley et al. (2007) that IR is based on two-way communication between the 

company and the financial community. Nevertheless, Danisco collects evaluation forms from participants 

following its IR events e.g capital market days.

74 See correspondence with Shiseido, appendix 8.5.4
75 See correspondence with Shiseido, appendix 8.5.4
76 See correspondence with Tokio Marine, appendix 8.5.5
77 See Japanese IR definition, appendix 8.1
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Interestingly,  neither Danisco nor JIRA winners use social media to convey IR, according to table 3.5,  

despite the emerging tendency to interact with investors through this media.

3.3.4 CEO credibility-related activities

Table 3.6 IR activities related to CEO credibility

CEO credibility JIRA winners78 Danisco79

Annual general meeting Yes Yes

Message from CEO Yes No

Message to investors Yes No

Table 3.6 illustrates that Danisco and JIRA winners have only the Annual general meeting in common in 

this category. Other activities performed by JIRA winners include  Message to Investors and  Message 

from CEO. These statements is a personal greeting to website visitors from the CEO.

In general, the CEOs of JIRA winners are quite visible on their websites as opposed to Danisco's CEO on 

danisco.com.  Furthermore,  it  is  interesting  to  see  that  JIRA winners'  CEOs  often  participates  in 

presentation videos as evident in figure 3.2 below. While Danisco also has a presentation video according 

to table 3.2, it does not feature the CEO.

Figure 3.2 Corporate presentation video featuring CEO80

78 Source: figures 2.3 – 2.15
79 Source: figure 2.2
80 Komatsu.com
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3.4 JIRA winners' unique IR activities

Having conducted a comparative analysis of the IR activities practiced by Danisco and JIRA winners, it is  

evident  that  JIRA winners  perform  a  number  of  different  activities.  These  are  categorized  into  the 

strategic credibility model in figure 3.3 below.

Figure 3.3 Unique IR activities of JIRA winners

Figure  3.3  reveals  that  JIRA winners'  unique  IR  activities  relate  to  all  four  elements,  impacting  on 

strategic credibility.

3.4 Sub conclusion

The comparative study examined the legal framework, organization of IR as well as the IR activities of 

Danisco and the group of JIRA winners, bringing this thesis closer to conclude on research question one,  

concerning  how Danisco  practices  IR compared  to  JIRA winners.  This  analysis  indicates  that  JIRA 

winners  have  more  legal  obligations  due  to  German  stock  exchange  regulations.  In  addition  to 

periodically reporting on their business results, which Danisco is also obliged to, according to NASDAQ 

OMX  regulations,  German  stock  exchange  regulations  require  that  the  companies  keep  a  financial 

calendar with information on all IR events and that they host a yearly information meeting for analysts. 

This analysis furthermore indicates that some JIRA winners do not fully comply with their obligations 

associated  with  being  listed  on  German  stock  exchanges  as  most  JIRA winners  only  note  earnings 

releases and annual general meetings in their financial calendar, not the yearly IR meeting for analysts 

and press conferences. Therefore, it is unclear whether these JIRA winners host an annual analyst meeting 
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from merely looking at their websites. This analysis found that Danisco complies with NASDAQ OMX 

regulations, implying periodic business reports and disclosure of price sensitive information as soon as 

possible.

This comparison of Danisco and JIRA winners' organization of IR indicates that JIRA winners regard IR 

as a financial discipline and tend to either isolate IR in independent units or integrate IR with corporate 

finance. This is in line with the literature on how IR is organized in Japan (Higgins 2000). However, the  

IR  function  of  one  JIRA  winner  reports  to  corporate  communications,  contrasting  with  the 

aforementioned viewpoint that IR is entirely a financial discipline in Japan. This analysis furthermore 

shows  that  JIRA winners'  IR  is  organized  markedly  different  from Danisco's  IR  function,  which  is 

integrated  with  corporate  communication  in  order  to  ensure  synergy  with  Danisco's  other  corporate 

communication activities. The findings from Japan rejects the view of Nielsen et al. (2010) that IR is 

organized either as independent units or integrated with corporate communication81.

Finally, the comparative study identified a number of IR activities performed by JIRA winners which are 

different from Danisco's activities. Categorizing these unique activities into the strategic credibility model  

revealed that these relate to all four elements of strategic credibility. Finally, it is concluded that JIRA 

winners provide a number of IR materials named differently from Danisco's IR materials, however, 

containing more or less the same information.

81 See section 1.5.1
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Chapter 4: discussion

In this chapter, the unique IR practices of JIRA winners which were identified in the comparative analysis 

are examined and their usefulness for Danisco is evaluated to determine whether implementing them 

could benefit Danisco.

According to the IR expert: “companies are inclined to consider only the low hanging fruit, meaning the 

changes that are relatively easy and cheap to implement” (IR expert, 03.03.2011). Furthermore, according 

to Head of Corporate Communication & IR at Danisco, Michael Von Bülow, one of the downsides of IR 

is the fact that it generates no direct income and the impact of IR is difficult to measure 82. Given these 

statements, the recommendations made to Danisco in this thesis based on its research are limited to the  

most  obvious  ones,  taking into account  the  amount  of  resources  needed to  implement  the  particular 

changes and their likely positive impact on the efficiency of Danisco's IR work, hence, the impact on 

Danisco's  perceived credibility.  Additionally,  the  recommendations  made are  in  line  with  the  values, 

guiding Danisco's IR function, namely creating value; being innovative, building competences, taking 

responsibility and believing in an open, honest and intelligent dialogue with all stakeholders at any time83. 

The recommendations are also in line with the key performance indicators of Danisco's IR function e.g. to 

increase transparency84.

4.1 Implementation of Japanese IR practices

This section debates the practical implications of the findings among JIRA winners for Danisco's  IR 

work. Considering that IR is entirely a cost centre and that the value of individual IR activities is difficult  

to  measure,  the  numerous different  kinds  of  IR publications  provided by JIRA winners  may not  be 

worthwhile implementing. After all, the nature of the information is basically the same, namely informing 

about the company, the products, performance, risks and opportunities, and Danisco already provides this 

information e.g. in its equity story. 

However, it may be useful for Danisco to be aware of the different terminologies applied in Japan in order  

to  better  service Japanese stakeholders.  For  instance,  when searching for empirical  evidence  for this 

thesis, the author asked the IR section at Kirin: “Do you invite analysts and media for capital markets  

days (…)?”.  Kirin responded: “We normally attend such kind of events 4-5 times per  year”85.  Since 

capital  market  days  in  the Anglo-Saxon investment  culture are  organized  by the company itself  and 

usually held once a year or once every second year (Lykkesfeldt 2006), it seems that the IR executive 

misunderstood the  question  and  referred  to  roadshows where  companies  attend  events  organized  by 

82 See section 2.1.7
83 See section 2.1.5
84 See section 2.1.6
85 See correspondence with Kirin, appendix 8.5.3
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others, following the company's  earnings releases. Then, the author realized that the term capital markets 

days does not show on any of the websites of JIRA winners. Instead, this event is called Small Meeting 

for Credit Analysts, IR Meeting  etc. If the author had been aware of the different terminology before 

contacting Kirin, it would have been possible to phrase the question differently. Therefore, being aware of 

different  terminology  can  minimize  misunderstandings  when  interacting  with  Japanese  stakeholders. 

Thus, the fact that this thesis has discovered unique IR expressions among JIRA winners, is an important  

finding, not because adapting to Japanese terminologies would be worthwhile but because it is useful to 

know that if a Japanese stakeholder contacts Danisco's IR function and asks for Danisco's latest  flash 

report, he is referring to what Danisco calls a quarterly report86.

4.1.1 Organization of IR

IR is organized differently at JIRA winners and Danisco. While Danisco's IR function is integrated with 

corporate communication and reports to the CEO, one JIRA winner's IR function is an independent unit, 

reporting to corporate communication, another JIRA winner's IR function is also an independent unit, 

however, cooperating with corporate finance and the IR function of a third JIRA winner is integrated with 

corporate finance. Thus, these findings indicate that JIRA winners tend to isolate IR work in independent 

units and that they perceive IR as a financial discipline rather than a communication discipline. 

The  organization  of  IR  among  JIRA winners  seems  less  desirable  since  IR  executives  who  are 

organizationally closer to CEO tends to have higher credibility, according to Higgins (2000) and Nielsen 

et  al.  (2010).  Furthermore,  integration  of  IR  and  corporate  communication  provides  the  benefits  of 

synergy  with  other  corporate  communication  activities  (Nielsen  2010)  which  is  what  Danisco's  IR 

function strives for87.

4.1.2 Stock listing

Danisco is listed on NASDAQ OMX in Copenhagen, while JIRA winners are listed on various stock 

exchanges  in  Japan  and  Germany.  In  general,  companies  may  choose  to  list  their  shares  on  stock 

exchanges in foreign countries to become more visible to foreign investors. For instance, Sony listed its 

shares on the New York Stock Exchange and London Stock Exchange in 1970 to be recognized as a 

global company. Consequently, 25% of Sony's outstanding shares were held by foreigners in 1999 and 

70% of Sony's  profit  came from outside Japan. Toyota also listed its shares on the New York Stock 

Exchange in 1999 in order to become recognized as a global player and to finance its local operations in 

86 The term flash report is explained on various English explanatory websites e.g wikicfo.com (02.06.2011), however, looking 
at websites of trendsetting Anglo-Saxon companies indicates that a flash report is an uncommon publication in the Anglo-
Saxon business culture (thecoca-colacompany.com, 02.06.2011 +  bp.com, 02.06.2011 + ge.com, 02.06.2011 + 
unilever.com 02.06.2011).

87 See section  2.1.6
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the U.S. (Higgins 2000). The latter reason might also apply to the JIRA winners being listed on German 

stock exchanges, given their operations in Germany. However, cross listing has become less attractive 

amid globalization of capital markets (Lykkesfeldt, 2006), implying less transaction costs e.g. because 

exchanging currencies have become cheaper, causing less translation risk88. Thus, there does not seem to 

be any need for Danisco to implement this practice. 

Furthermore, being listed on several stock exchanges means having to comply with more regulations 

which  increases  paper  work.  In  fact,  the  comparative  analysis  of  Danisco  and  JIRA winners'  legal 

obligations  revealed  that  a  number  of  JIRA winners  seem  not  to  fully  comply  with  German  stock 

exchange regulations concerning transparency.

4.1.3 Strategic capability-related activities

In terms of informing about their business, the comparative analysis found that Danisco provides the 

same kind  of  information  as  JIRA winners,  only  through different  information  materials.  Given  the 

significant amount of resources it would require to prepare more publications, Danisco is not advised to 

integrate JIRA winners' unique publications, relating to this category.

JIRA winners' information about their business strategies are found in  Management policies,  Medium 

term business/management plan, Raw materials prices, segment and geographic information and Three-

Year-Plan.  However,  similar  information  is  captured  in  Danisco's  equity  story.  SEC filings are  also 

irrelevant for Danisco who does not disclose information via the SEC.

The fact that several JIRA winners either upload their CSR reports to their websites' IR section or provide 

a link to the report, signals that JIRA winners believe that social responsibility-concerns goes hand in 

hand with profit-maximization. Considering  that  Danisco is  a biotech company,  offering  solutions to 

global challenges e.g. pollution, uploading Danisco's CSR report to the IR section seems to complement 

Danisco's corporate profile and strategy.

4.1.4 Corporate performance-related activities

Most of JIRA winners' information material in this category are captured in Danisco's annual report and 

quarterly statement.

The publication Monthly business performance could  in theory be relevant for Danisco to implement, 

however, it is unlikely that the costs related to compiling the data, writing the publication and uploading 

and printing it on a monthly basis would be worthwhile. The  report on open and closure of shops is 

irrelevant for Danisco who has no shops.

In conclusion,  this  category seems to  offer  little  inspiration for  Danisco.  However,  like in  the other 

88 Refers to the risk associated with changes of exchange rates (investopedia.com)
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categories, there has been shed some light on terminologies applied by JIRA winners which are different 

from Danisco's e.g. Business report which is similar to Danisco's Annual report.

4.1.5 Corporate communication-related activities

Having compared the corporate communication-related activities of Danisco and JIRA winners, it appears 

that JIRA winners engage more frequently in a two-way communication with stakeholders, especially 

private investors. While Danisco only performs one-on-one meetings with institutional investors, one-on-

one meetings with private investors are conducted by at least one JIRA winner. Additionally, information 

meetings for private investors, satisfaction surveys and perception studies among private investors are 

performed by JIRA winners. In contrast, Danisco reaches private investors mainly through danisco.com, 

journalists and sell side analysts. Higgins (2000) found that Sony meets with private investors since the 

company regards private investors as potential buyers of Sony's products, too. Considering the fact the 

JIRA winners  performing  these  activities,  offer  products  and  services  to  private  consumers,  namely 

beauty products from Shiseido and insurance from Tokio Marine, these companies are likely to have the 

same motivation as Sony. Danisco's products are sold on a business to business basis, thus, Danisco is  

unlikely to reap the same benefits from interacting more frequently with private investors. On top of that, 

organizing meetings and conducting surveys are costly and therefore probably not worthwhile.

However,  satisfaction  surveys  and  perception  studies  among  analysts  and  institutional  investors  are 

recommended by the  IR expert.  According to  the  expert,  perception  studies  are  conducted  by  many 

companies, also in Denmark as receiving feedback from respondents may lead to changes of practices, 

enhancing the  quality  and  efficiency  of  a  company's  IR.  In  addition  to  the  satisfaction  surveys  that 

Danisco already conducts following the company's IR events, conducting perception studies might also be 

useful.

Having praised JIRA winners for their open dialogue with stakeholders, it is necessary to mention that 

one JIRA winner provides only general contact information on its website and three JIRA winners provide 

no contact information at all. Needless to say, making it difficult for stakeholders to get in touch with the 

company is not a recommended practice for companies, trying to attract external funding.

One JIRA winner shows the top 5 most viewed pages on its website. Considering that various kinds of 

people with diverse informational needs e.g. employees, journalists, students, job seekers, competitors 

etc.  enter  companies'  websites,  it  seems  irrelevant  from stakeholders'  point  of  view to  know which 

webpages that are viewed most often. 

A corporate glossary was found on one JIRA winner's website, providing short explanations of specific 

terms applied on the website. Companies often construct their own words and expressions. Since that is  

also  the  case  for  Danisco,  it  may be  convenient  for  readers  to  be  able  to  look up specific  Danisco 
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terminology  e.g.  Danisco  spirit,  referring  to  Danisco's  employee  satisfaction  survey,  in  a  Danisco 

glossary. Figure 4.1 below shows an example of a corporate glossary.

Figure 4.1 Corporate glossary89

A Shareholder services section was found, containing information about the JIRA winner's transfer agent. 

However, this practice is unfit for Danisco who has no transfer agent. To determine whether having a 

transfer  agent  is  a  particular  Japanese  IR  practice,  the  author  examined  a  number  of  Anglo-Saxon 

companies. It appears that the Coca-Cola Company also has a transfer agent (thecoca-colacompany.com). 

Thus,  whether companies choose to  cooperate  with transfer agents or not seems to be a  question of 

resources.

How to become a shareholder provided by one JIRA winner thoroughly explains what it means to own 

the  company's  shares  in  terms  of  rights  and benefits  and  furthermore  explains  how to  purchase  the 

company's shares. While many investors are likely to already be aware of this information, it signals that  

the company is concerned with offering a good service and it may be convenient especially for private 

investors abroad. Based on the fact that uploading this information to danisco.com would have to be done 

only once, unless the procedure changes, and the fact that companies should make it as easy as possible  

for investors to make their investment, this IR activity is recommended for Danisco. Figure 4.1 below 

shows how the investment procedure is described.

89 eisai.com
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Figure 4.2 Explanation of how to become a shareholder90

One JIRA winner provides an investor benefit program. To offer investors benefits is a recognized IR 

activity performed by many companies in various countries. For instance, the IR expert finds that investor 

benefits programs are acceptable to the extent that they do not minimize the company's turnover. Investor 

benefits are also found in Denmark. Tivoli, for instance, offers free season passes to its investors91 and 

Jyske  Bank provides  favorable  interests  to  its  investors92.  The JIRA winner,  Oriental  Land offers  its 

investors  season passes  to  Tokyo  Disneyland.  Considering  the  modest  price  of  season passes,  these 

investor benefits do not seem to harm Oriental Land's turnover. Furthermore, since these stockholders are 

likely to bring along paying guests to Tokyo Disneyland and that they usually spend additional money 

inside the amusement park, these free season passes might even spur demand for Oriental land's services 

and products indirectly. Meanwhile, this practice seems unfit for Danisco as investors in general would 

hardly find an agreement of emulsifiers and enzymes per share particularly attractive.

Furthermore, a number of IR menus are found on JIRA winners' websites, namely IR archive, IR library,  

IR  notice  and IR  topics.  While  Danisco  already  provides  information  equivalent  to  the  latter  two, 

however, called IR news, any features similar to IR archive and IR library are not found on danisco.com. 

Figure 4.1 below shows an IR archive, providing an overview of IR uploads. It is easy to use; when 

clicking on either of the black dots, the reader is directed to the particular item. This IR archive seems to 

be an efficient  way of  organizing the considerable  amount  of IR information on corporate  websites, 

including danisco.com.

90 eisai.com
91 See terms and conditions for Tivoli Aktionaerkort at tivoli.dk/aktionaer
92 See terms and conditions for Stockholder's account at jyskebank.dk/privat/privatkunde/dagligokonomi/opsparing/560.asp
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Figure 4.3 IR archive by JIRA winner93

IR  library seems  to  be  a  common  sub  menu  on  JIRA winners'  websites94,  containing  outdated  IR 

information. However, the websites of trendsetting multinational companies such as Unilever, The Coca-

Cola Company, BP and GE (unilever.com, thecoca-colacompany.com, bp.com and ge.com) indicate that 

IR libraries are uncommon among Anglo-Saxon companies. Therefore, it may cause confusion among 

Danisco's Anglo-Saxon stakeholders if the company began using this term.

One JIRA winner has a corporate channel performing video news related to the company. As evident in 

figure  4.4  below,  the  video  news  include  various  kinds  of  events  ranging  from the  Chief  Creative 

Director's book on the corporate design to press conferences. Corporate channels are also found among 

Danish companies e.g. Danisco's main competitor, Novozymes, provides video news on its website as 

evident in figure 4.5 below. Danisco streams webcasts on important events such as earnings releases and 

the annual general meeting. Thus, Danisco has the technology to provide video news. Considering that 

webcasting is similar to meeting in person and that access to top management tends to positively impact  

on stakeholders' perception of the company, it may be worthwhile for Danisco to stream webcasts more 

frequently, thus establishing a Danisco Channel.

93 nissan-global.com
94 See figure 2.17
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Figure 4.4 Video news on corporate channel

Figure 4.5 Corporate channel of Danisco competitor

Several  JIRA winners  provide  transcriptions  of  their  conference  calls,  especially  the  Q&A sessions. 

Danisco uploads the slides shown during conference calls  and transcriptions of the speakers'  speech, 

however, in order to know the questions and answers following the slide presentation, it is necessary to 

have listened to the conference call when it was held. Uploading transcriptions of Q&A sessions means 

that the information is available to all even after the conference calls have taken place. Q&A sessions are 

especially  interesting  because  analysts  and  other  participants  often  post  critical  questions  to  the 

management,  challenging  their  statements.  Uploading  transcriptions  of  Q&A sessions  signals  high 

transparency which stakeholders appreciate.

4.1.6 CEO credibility-related activities

A striking difference on Danisco and JIRA winners'  websites is how the CEOs of JIRA winners are  

exposed e.g. via Message from CEO and Message to Investors. Danisco's CEO does not address website 

visitors in a similar way on danisco.com. Figure 4.6 below shows part  of a message from a CEO to 
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investors, ensuring them of the company's transparency and soundness. Finally, the message outlines the 

financial goals, affecting investors and explains how the company will deliver on these targets.

Figure 4.6 Excerpt from a Message to Investors95

Danisco's  annual  reports  contain  similar  statements  as  illustrated  in  figure  4.7  below.  Danisco's  top 

management explains in this statement how the past year's results were reached, outlines financial targets 

and explains how the company will ensure continuous growth and dividend to investors. Danisco may 

upload this statement to danisco.com, thereby accommodating Japanese stakeholders and others who are 

used to such statements on websites. The IR expert points to the fact that it is an Anglo-Saxon practice to  

personify companies with their CEO. The fact that The Coca-Cola Company's CEO Muhtar Kent also 

addresses investors in a Letter to Shareowners on thecoca-colacompany.com supports this statement (The 

Coca-Cola Company).

95 eisai.com
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Figure 4.7 Excerpt from Danisco's annual report 2009/1096

Having discussed the usefulness of JIRA winners' unique IR activities for Danisco, the activities that are 

suitable for Danisco have been identified. These are categorized into the strategic credibility model as 

illustrated in figure 4.8 below.

Figure 4.8 Implementable IR activities of JIRA winners

96 danisco.com
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4.2 Social media

The  literature  on  developments  in  the  field  of  IR  suggests  that  social  media  gain  influence  as  a 

communication channel for IR97. Despite the arrival of this trend, it is remarkable that neither Danisco nor 

JIRA winners use these platforms for IR communication. 

Social media have certain benefits. For instance, communication via social media allows for exchanging 

views, thereby learning from each other. In addition, it is easy for individuals to engage in debates on 

social media platforms. In this way, Social media seems to enhance the desired two-way communication 

between companies and their stakeholders. However, once uploaded to these platforms, the sender has no 

control over the information (Hansen et  al.  2010).  Since IR is  heavily regulated,  companies may be 

reluctant to engage in forums they cannot control. According to the IR expert, companies are only able to 

convey very limited information through social media due to stock exchange regulations, demanding that 

all investors must have access to price sensitive information simultaneously. In fact, companies may only 

upload  their  stock  exchange  notices.  The  IR  expert  acknowledges,  however,  that  many  companies, 

particularly in the U.S., use social media as an IR communication channel. Therefore, considering that 

many companies tend to replicate  the IR practices of trendsetting American companies,  social  media 

might eventually become part of Danisco and JIRA winners' IR. Furthermore, Goodman et al. (2010) 

encourages companies to meet the investor in all the new media that he now navigates. 

However, based on the fact that social media are difficult to control and because it requires a significant  

amount of man hours to manage a company's social media-activities, this thesis does not recommend 

Danisco to become involved with social media. However, in the event that IR activities on social media 

becomes  mainstream,  Danisco  might  have  to  join  in  on  this  trend.  Therefore,  keeping  an  eye  on 

developments in this field is recommended although there is currently no need for Danisco to interact 

with stakeholders on social media.

4.3 Recommendations for Danisco

When considering the findings of this thesis in a Danisco context, the recommendations for Danisco may 

be illustrated as in figure 4.9 below. In short, Danisco is advised to show its CSR report in the IR section 

on danisco.com to reflect that social concerns complement profit maximization. Furthermore, Danisco is 

advised to conduct perceptions studies among institutional investors and analysts to enhance an open 

dialogue. Furthermore, to construct a corporate glossary named Danisco glossary to help website visitors 

understand  Danisco  terminology.  Danisco  is  also  recommended  to  organize  its  IR  information  on 

danisco.com in an  IR archive, providing a convenient overview of its many IR uploads. Furthermore, 

establishing  a  Danisco  Channel,  performing  video  news  related  to  Danisco  and  transcribing  Q&A 

97 See section 1.5.3
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sessions  following  Danisco's  presentations  in  order  to  enhance  transparency.  Finally,  this  thesis 

recommends Danisco to expose its CEO on danisco.com via statements e.g.  Message from CEO  and 

Message to investors,  which in line with the global IR trend about personifying companies with their 

CEO.

Figure 4.9 Recommendations for Danisco

4.4 Sub conclusion

This chapter discussed the usefulness of applying JIRA winners' unique IR activities in a Danisco context, 

in  order  to  conclude  on  research  question  two,  concerning  whether  Danisco  might  benefit  from 

implementing Japanese IR practices.

Foremost, this discussion found that implementing the various different publications provided by JIRA 

winners would require a large amount of resources from Danisco. Furthermore, Danisco provides much 

of  the  same  information,  only  through  different  publications.  Thus,  providing  publications  named 

differently than the terminologies applied in mainstream Anglo-Saxon investment culture,  is likely to 

cause confusion among the majority of Danisco's stakeholders. However, being aware of terminologies 

applied among Japanese stakeholders may help Danisco communicate efficiently when interacting with 

them.

Based on the discussion of JIRA winners' unique IR activities in the strategic capability category, it seems 

useful for Danisco to show the CSR report in its IR section on danisco.com. The discussion on JIRA 

winners'  unique corporate performance related activities concludes that Danisco's  current  information 

materials captures the information provided in JIRA winners' unique information materials. Thus, this 
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category offers no inspiration for Danisco, apart from becoming aware of different terminology applied 

by JIRA winners. The discussion on JIRA winners' unique corporate communication related activities 

identified a  number of  suitable  IR activities  for  Danisco,  namely  corporate channel and  corporate  

glossary. Additionally, to upload an explanation of how to purchase Danisco's shares and transcriptions 

on  Q&A sessions  following  Danisco's  IR  events  to  danisco.com.  Moreover,  Danisco  is  advised  to 

organize  its  IR  uploads  on  danisco.com  in  an  IR  archive and  conduct  perception  studies  among 

stakeholders.  In short,  the answer to  research question two is  yes,  Danisco is  likely to  benefit  from 

integrating a number of Japanese IR activities. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

5.1 Learnings from Japan

This thesis investigated how Danisco and 14 IR award winning Japanese companies  (JIRA winners) 

conduct IR. Specifically, this thesis compared the way that IR is organized at Danisco and JIRA winners,  

their legal obligations associated with being listed on stock exchanges, and the particular IR activities 

they perform. Furthermore, this thesis considered whether integrating certain Japanese IR activities could 

benefit Danisco.

The analyses revealed that most  JIRA winners are listed on several stock exchanges unlike Danisco. 

Furthermore, IR is organized differently at JIRA winners who seem to regard IR as a financial discipline 

and tend to isolate IR in independent units. In contrast, Danisco' IR function is integrated with corporate  

communication to ensure synergy with Danisco's other communication activities. Finally, a number of 

different IR activities performed by JIRA winners were identified. As illustrated in figure 5.1 below, these 

activities were categorized into the strategic  credibility model in  order  to understand which element, 

impacting on strategic credibility, they relate to. 

Figure 5.1 Unique IR activities of JIRA winners

This thesis found that some IR activities practiced by JIRA winners are unfit for Danisco due to the nature  

of  Danisco's  production  e.g.  investor  benefit  programs  and  a  higher  service  level  towards  private 

investors. Meanwhile, several other IR activities of JIRA winners seem advantageous for Danisco. These 
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activities are the recommendations for Danisco. Figure 5.2. below illustrates how the recommended IR 

activities impact on Danisco's strategic credibility. It is evident that the recommended IR activities relate 

to  three  of  the  elements,  impacting  on  strategic  credibility,  namely  strategic  capability,  corporate 

communication and CEO credibility.

Figure 5.2 Recommendations for Danisco

In the category of strategic capability which involves the company's ability to explain its competitive 

position, this thesis found that showing Danisco's CSR report in the IR section on danisco.com would 

signal that social responsibility complements profit maximization. Considering that Danisco brands its 

products as part of solutions to global challenges e.g. pollution, this practice seems in line with Danisco's 

corporate profile and strategy. 

The category of corporate performance which involves how Danisco convey its business results, offers no 

inspiration for Danisco as the information provided in JIRA winners different publications is captured in 

Danisco's current IR information materials. However, an important learning from examining this category 

is that JIRA winners use different terminology from Danisco, e.g. Business report for Annual report and 

Flash report for Quarterly statement. While it is bound to cause confusion among Danisco's stakeholders 

if  the company adapted to Japanese terminology, being aware of different IR expressions might help 

Danisco to better service Japanese stakeholders, avoiding cross-cultural misunderstandings.
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The category of corporate communication which involves how Danisco interacts with stakeholders, offers 

most inspiration for Danisco. First of all, JIRA winners conduct perception studies among stakeholders. 

Perception studies  may help  Danisco identify its  less  successful  IR practices as well  as  those worth 

maintaining and become inspired to develop new IR practices. Conducting perception studies would be in 

line  with  Danisco's  aim  to  enhance  an  open,  honest  and  intelligent  dialogue  with  stakeholders. 

Additionally, a corporate glossary was also found in this category. Similar to the JIRA winner providing a 

corporate glossary, Danisco has constructed several unique Danisco terms which could be explained in a 

Danisco glossary for the convenience of visitors of danisco.com. One JIRA winners explains how to 

invest in the company. While many of Danisco's  investors might already know this information,  this 

explanation could signal that the company is concerned with providing a good service and making it as 

easy as possible for investors to purchase Danisco's shares. IR uploads to danisco.com is plenty and found 

under several sub menus. One JIRA winner has structured its IR information in a high tech-savvy IR 

archive,  providing an overview of the uploads with hyperlinks,  directing the reader to  the particular 

publication.  A corporate channel,  covering company related video news was also found among JIRA 

winners and Danisco's main competitor has a corporate channel as well. Thus, Danisco is advised to join 

in on this trend. Uploads of transcriptions of Q&A sessions following IR presentations were found on 

several JIRA winners' websites, making the information available to all even after the event has taken 

place. This effort to enhance transparency is recommended to Danisco. The dotted box attached to the 

corporate communication category in figure 5.1, reflects the trend associated with increased use of social 

media for IR communication and the importance for Danisco to join in on this trend in the event that IR 

through social media becomes mainstream. 

Finally, the CEO is exposed much more on JIRA winners' websites compared to danisco.com. In order to 

accommodate stakeholders who are used to such statements on corporate websites, Danisco is advised to 

either upload its statement from top management  in Danisco's  latest  annual report  or upload another 

similar greeting. 

In  short,  this  thesis  finds  that  IR  is  conducted  somewhat  differently  at  JIRA winners  and  Danisco. 

However, many similar IR practices were also identified, suggesting the presence of global trends in IR. 

In addition, this thesis' quantitative analysis of the frequency of individual IR activities performed by 

JIRA winners  indicated  national  trends  in  IR.  The  evaluation  of  JIRA winners'  unique  IR activities 

concluded that Danisco may benefit from adapting to some of them.
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Chapter 6: Perspectives

6.1 Universality of findings

The news about DuPont's binding offer for Danisco announced on 10 January, 2011 led the author to 

consider whether this thesis would become useless. Who would be interested in its conclusions in the 

event of DuPont's acquisition of Danisco? However, at the time of writing it was clear from the empirical 

evidence that IR in many firms and industries tend to have a lot in common in terms of conducting IR. 

There appeared to  be several  global  and national  trends in  IR. Furthermore,  DiMaggio and Powell's 

(1983) definition of isomorphism as a ”(...) constraining process that forces one unit in a population to 

resemble other units that face the same set of environmental conditions”, meaning that companies are 

inclined to replicate other companies' behavior, led the author to draw the conclusion that practically all 

companies, having the pursuit for external funding in common, may benefit from these findings. 

Due  to  companies'  tendency  to  benchmark its  own performance  with  that  of  other  companies,  it  is 

reasonable to believe that a particular IR practice, initially performed by just one company eventually can 

become a standard (iso) IR practice as companies look for inspiration among peers and adapt to (morph) 

other  companies'  best  practice.  Figures  6.1  to  6.5  below  illustrates  the  amount  of  similarities  and 

differences  of Danisco and JIRA winners'  IR activities,  categorized into the components  of  strategic 

credibility. In line with the concept of isomorphism, it appears that the similarities between Danisco and 

JIRA winners are numerous despite their significant industrial, cultural and geographic differences.

Figure 6.1 Comparison of strategic capability-activities98

98 Source: table 3.3
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of corporate performance-activities99

Figure 6.3 Comparison of corporate communication-activities100

Figure 6.4 Comparison of CEO credibility-activities101

This thesis has found that an IR library is common among JIRA winners. However, trendsetting Anglo-

Saxon companies do not have IR libraries, suggesting that it is a Japanese IR practice. Similarly, 13 out of 

14 JIRA winners show a message from CEO on their websites. The fact that The Coco-Cola Company 

also  address  investors  in  a  statement  on  thecoca-colacompany.com  suggest  that  this  is  a  global  IR 

practice.  Given the presence of national  standards in  IR, it  is  highly relevant  to  consider  how IR is 

conducted  at  companies  in  various  countries,  e.g.  Japan.  Thus,  merely  looking  at  IR  practices  of 

trendsetting  Anglo-Saxon  companies  is  insufficient  in  order  to  ensure  efficient  interaction  with 

99 Source: table 3.4
100Source: table 3.5
101Source: table 3.6
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stakeholders in different parts of the world.

6.2 Higher service level towards private investors

This  thesis  concludes  that  JIRA winners  provide  a  higher  service  level  towards  private  investors 

compared to Danisco who mainly reaches private investors through journalists and sell side analysts. In 

contrast,  JIRA  winners  engage  in  two-way  communication  with  private  investors  via  frequent 

satisfactions  surveys  and  perception  studies.  Additionally,  private  investors  have  the  opportunity  to 

interact with the company during information meetings for private investors. Research by Higgins (2000) 

indicates that JIRA winners might provide a better service for private investors because they perceive 

them as buyers of their products. In order to test this hypothesis, it is necessary to examine the service 

provided to  private  investors by Japanese  companies,  offering products  or  services  on a  business to  

business basis similar to Danisco. Therefore, further studies must be conducted in this field.

Furthermore, to conclude whether a high service level towards private investors is a particular Japanese 

phenomenon,  it  would  be  necessary  to  compare  the  service  level  for  private  investors  of  Danish 

companies, offering consumer goods e.g. Pandora selling jewelery, Danske Bank selling financial services 

etc. In case these Danish companies provide a lower service level to private investors, it could indicate 

that high service to private investors is a unique Japanese IR practice.

6.3 Organization of IR in Japan

Research by Higgins (2000) concludes that IR is regarded as a financial discipline in Japan. The empirical 

evidence of this thesis supports Higgins' finding to some extent, however, the IR function of one JIRA 

winner reports to the company's corporate communication department102. To conclude whether there has 

been a recent shift  in the perception of how to organize IR in Japan, more IR functions of Japanese 

companies must be examined.

6.4 Measuring the efficiency of IR

The literature on IR, as well as the IR expert and Danisco's Head of Corporate Communication & IR,  

Michael von Bülow, mention the challenge of measuring the value of IR. While it seems to be well known 

that corporate communication in terms of timing of disclosure and phrasing of messages tend to impact 

substantially on the price of a company's share, it is still difficult to conduct cost benefit analyses on 

individual IR activities. In order to measure the efficiency of Danisco and JIRA winners' IR in this thesis,  

I would have liked to examine the consensus estimates for a number of consecutive fiscal years made by 

the analysts following Danisco and JIRA winners. The accuracy of the analysts' predictions about future 

102See table 2.2
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corporate results could indicate how well the companies inform about their strategy, opportunities and 

challenges. Moreover, the spread between the analysts' estimations could also indicate the efficiency level 

of IR; if the analysts tend to more or less agree on the company's upcoming results, meaning that the 

spread between their  estimations  is  low,  it  may reflect  that  the  company explains  its  situation  well,  

making it easy for the analysts to understand its strategy, opportunities and challenges. On the other hand, 

a high spread may reflect that it is difficult for analysts to understand the company's situation, indicating 

poor IR103. 

However, it was impossible to obtain consensus estimates for Danisco's results older than the past two 

fiscal quarters104. This time frame is too short to make any conclusions about the efficiency of Danisco's  

IR. Considering that this thesis is a comparative study of Danisco and JIRA winners, it was pointless to 

gather consensus estimates for JIRA winners' corporate results when Danisco's consensus estimates were 

unobtainable. For further studies though, it would be interesting to investigate consensus estimates for 

JIRA winners' business results in order to determine the efficiency of their IR.

6.5 IR standards and the need for external funding

The IR expert  interviewed by the author believes that the more internationally oriented the Japanese 

companies are, the more professional is their IR performance. He bases this viewpoint on the fact that 

investors belonging to the Anglo-Saxon investment culture tend to be very demanding, requiring high 

transparency and a high level of service. Thus, in order to appeal to these investors, companies eventually 

have  to  meet  their  demands.  It  is  beyond  the  aim  of  this  thesis  to  reject  or  verify  the  IR  expert's 

hypothesis. However, it is an interesting topic for further studies.

103See section 1.3
104See section 1.3
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http://www.tse.or.jp/english/rules/regulations/b7gje600000044tu-att/listing_regulstions.pdf, 23.05.2011

Unicharm: unicharm.co.jp, 10.10.10 + 16.02.2011 + 20.04.2011 + 21.04.2011

Unilever: unilever.com 29.05.2011 + 02.06.2011

U.S. Securities Exchange and commission: sec.gov, 28.05.2011

wikicfo.com, 02.06.2011

wikinvest.com, 18.04.2011

wikipedia.org, 05.05.2011

William S. Robinson: Ecological Correlations and the Behavior of Individuals, American Sociological 

Review, Vol. 15, No. 3 (Jun., 1950), pp. 351-357, American Sociological Association, 1950

111See appendix 8.5.5
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Chapter 8: appendices

8.1 Japanese IR definition112

アイアール / インベスター・リレーションズ / 投資家向け広報 / 財務広報

企業（株式・社債などの発行体）が、投資家や金融機関など資金の出し手が求める情報を自発的に開示する活動の
こと。

ここでいう投資家とは既存の株主・社債保有者だけでなく、潜在的な株式・社債の買い手、およびアナリストや格
付け機関などの情報仲介者も対象となる。単に法律などで決められた制度的開示（制度会計や ディスクロー
ジャー）を行うだけではなく、さまざまな IR 対象者とコミュニケーションを取りながら、その求める情報を提供
するもの。提供する情報としては、自社の理念や経営戦略、業績、財務内容・戦略、配当政策、投資政策などが挙
げられる。

IR の目的は、資本市場において自社の企業価値が正当に評価され、それに応じたマーケット・バリューを獲得し
て望ましい株価を形成し、資金調達コスト低減などの効果を得ることであり、広報活動というよりも財務もしくは
トップマネジメントが積極的に取り組むべき活動である。また、投資家やアナリストなどとコミュニケートするこ
とにより、その意見を経営や開示情報にフィードバックすることで、経営の質を高めていくことも期待される。

全米 IR 協会（NIRI：National Investor Relations Institute）は、インベスター・リレーションズを「企業と金融界およ
びそのほかの顧客層との間で最も効果的な双方向コミュニケーションが行われるように、ファイナンス、コミュニ
ケーション、マーケティングおよび証券法のコンプライアンスを統合した戦略的経営責任である。最終的には、企
業の有価証券の公正な評価の達成に寄与する」（2003 年）と定義している。また、日本インベスター・リレーシ
ョンズ協議会（JIRA）では、「企業が株主や投資家に対し、投資判断に必要な企業情報を、適時、公平、継続し
て提供する活動」としている。

インベスター・リレーションズという概念には、長い変遷の歴史がある。言葉としては、1953 年に米国 GE 社が株
主とのリレーションシップの専任組織として IR 部（Investor Relations Services Department）を設置したことに由来
する。

米国では 1950 年代から個人株主が増加し、富裕層からなる従来の株主とは異なる対応が求められるようになった 。
GE では、「株主総会対応」「投資アドバイザーやアナリストなどへの“教育”」「年次報告書などの発行」「コミ
ュニケーションの効果測定や株主数統計や態度調査」「株主の考えや要望に基づいての経営陣へ情報伝達、助言」
といった活動を軸に、IR という概念を作り出した。ただ、初期の IR は、PR（企業広報）活動の一部と見なされる
ことが多かった。

1970 年代になると、IR は勃興してきた機関投資家対策という側面を強めていく。機関投資家の主力である企業年
金は、当時ウォールストリート・ルール（Wall Street Rule）と呼ばれる、企業の業績に応じて比較的短期に売買を
行う投機的な資産運用を行っていた。そこで、この時期の IR は、機関投資家の売買行動に大きな影響を与えるア
ナリストとの面談・説明会に力点が置かれるようになる。

1980 年代になると、企業年金の規模が巨大になり、自身の売りで値が下げり、買いで値が上がってしまうため、
有利な売買ができなくなり、ポートフォリオ理論に基づいた長期分散投資が主流になった。しかし、長期保有の投
資家が増えると株価の動きが乏しくなり、市場の評価が経営者に伝わらず、株主利益を損なう経営が目立つように
なった。加えて 1980 年代には M&A（合併と買収）が急増し、経営者が敵対的買収から企業を防衛するためにポイ
ズンピルなどの手段を用いるようになるが、これに対しても投資家は批判的でだった。そのため、株主が何を望ん
でいるのかを知る手段として IR が重視されるようになる。

続く 1990 年代、1988 年のエイボン・レター（米国連邦労働省の通達）をきっかけに、議決権を行使する機関投資
家が増え、社外取締役を取締役会に送り込むといった株主行動を取るようになった。1990 年代半ばには、インタ
ーネット経由で売買を繰り返す個人投資家が増え、さらにストックオプションを付与された従業員投資家が登場す
るなど、投資家の幅が広がった。

さらに直接的な利益以外にも社会的・倫理的基準を考慮して投資活動したり、企業の社会的責任を求めて提案を行

112Source: atmarkit.co.jp/aig/04biz/ir, 23.04.2011
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う株主が増加、SRI（社会的責任投資）の概念が登場する。こうした中、IR 活動に対する取り組み姿勢そのものが
投資判断の材料とされるようにもなる。

1980～90 年代の IR は、商品としての企業を投資家に売り込む“マーケティング活動”と見なされていた（NIRI によ
る 1988 年時の定義）。しかし、2000 年代になると、エンロン事件、ワールドコム事件を受けて 2002 年に成立した
サーベンス・オクスリー法の影響からコンプライアンスを重視したものへと舵を切った。

日本においては海外での資金調達を行う企業では 1970 年代ごろから、年次報告書の発行や投資家向け会社説明会
の開催などが行われるようになり、1980 年代後半には IR担当部署が設置する企業が増え始め、1993 年には日本 IR
協議会が設立されている。

理想的な IR 活動は、情報利用者ごとに最適化された情報を、最適な（通常は素早い）タイミングで提供すること
だといえる。1990 年代半ば以降、この役割を果たすメディアとして、インターネットの活用が注目されるように
なった。1990 年代後半には多くの企業で Webサイトに IRページが用意されるようになっている。

8.2 Meeting request to Japan Investor Relations Association

8.3 Meeting request to IR expert
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8.4.1 E-mail from Carsten Suhr, Online Communication Specialist, Danisco

8.4.2 Questionnaire by Julie Quist, Head of External Communications, Danisco

 On which stock exchange(s) is your company listed: NASDAQ OMX
 How many employees are working with IR: two individuals part time focus
 Whom does the IR Officer refer to: IR function reports to CEO
 Is  IR part  of corporate  communication or is  it  an independent unit:  integrated with corporate 

communication
 What are the means of communication with your stakeholders:

- Website
- Financial information provided by Euroland on our website
- IR section on our website
- IR microsite in addition to our website
- Video about the company displayable on our website
- Conference calls in connection to financial releases and investor events
- Annual report
- Quarterly reports
- Equity story
- Fact book
- Stock exchange notices
- Press releases
- Annual general meeting
- Roadshows (Mainly UK, USA, Germany, France, Switzerland and the nordics)
- Capital market days (annually)
- Other events: Themed calls (ca once a year)
- One-on-one meetings with institutional investors (750 a year)
- One-on-one meetings with equity analysts (on request)
- Evaluation forms in connection to events e.g. capital markets day
- Responding to e-mail inquiries on a daily basis
- Responding to telephone inquiries on a daily basis
- Free subscription service to company news via e-mail
- IR news publication (immediately published to those subscribed to our e-mail service)

 How would you describe the development of your company's IR activities during the last three 
years: It has been an aim to achieve a more balanced shareholder base by increasing focus on 
international investors. This has lifted our international investor base from 17% to 52% (count at 
year-end 2010).
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 What are the main priorities of your IR activities:
- Communicating openly about the past, present and future
- Keeping the financial community aware of our strategic plans
- Timely, accurate and persistent information disclosure

 Does your company offer presents to stakeholders: No
 How does your company measure the performance of its IR activities: N/A

8.4.3 Interview with IR expert

1) What is your impression of Danisco's IR work? Positive; experienced people are heading the IR 
function. Danisco is not the best performer of IR in Denmark but definitely among the best. Top 
performers include FLSmidth, Novo Nordisk, Novozymes and Danske Bank.

2) What is your impression of Japanese IR? The more internationally oriented the company is, the 
more  professional  IR.  In  order  to  attract  investors  from abroad  it  is  necessary  to  meet  high 
international demands; partly from stock exchanges and partly from investors and analysts with 
certain expectations. The Anglo-Saxon culture has the longest tradition for capital markets, hence, 
the  most  demanding  investors  and  analysts  and  most  professional  companies  from  an  IR 
perspective  are  found  in  these  countries.  They  expect  transparency  and  high  service.  The 
international aspect matters; usually, size and degree of internationalization determines the quality 
of the company's IR. A.P. Moller – Maersk, however, is an example of the opposite. I can imagine 
that the domestically oriented Japanese companies are quite informal about IR.

3) What do you think about the use of social media in IR?  Social media is a big thing in the US. Its 
more common to use social media in IR the closer they are to the US. Some advisers recommend 
the  use  of  social  media,  however,  due  to  stock exchange  regulations,  its  very limited,  which 
information the company can publish through social media. In fact, it is limited to stock exchange 
releases. Its quite common for private investors to interact on blogs and social media about stock 
listed companies, see for instance Euroinvestor and Proinvestor.

4) Some Japanese companies offer investor benefits. What do you think about this and do you know  
any Danish companies who do the same?  Benefits programs are also seen in Denmark. Jyske 
Bank, for instance, offers their investors a 2% better interest rate. Another example is Tivoli who 
offers their investors a Season Pass. As long as the benefits are “reasonable” meaning that it does 
not conflict  with shareholders'  main goal: profit  maximization, I believe it is OK. It is only a 
problem if a company obviously looses money on this practice. There is an intangible benefit 
involved with this such as marketing and reputation management, and the value of these aspects 
are difficult to measure.

5) Some companies frequently publishes an "IR news magazine" – what do you think about this  
communication method? Electronic news magazines are common in may Danish companies, for 
instance DS Norden,  Torm, Novo Nordisk and Novozymes. Often it  is  a mix of internal  and 
external information. It is difficult to decide whether it is worthwhile to allocate resources for this 
publication. Again, it is difficult to measure its value.

6) Japanese  CEOs  tend  to  be  quite  visible  on  corporate  websites  e.g.  “Message  from  Top  
Management”  etc.  What  do  you  think  about  this  communication  method?  Might  Danish  
companies strengthen their credibility if they did the same? I am surprised to to hear that Japanese 
CEOs are  present  on  company websites.  My impression was  that  they usually  are  not.  CEO 
personification of the company is an Anglo-Saxon practice – the company is the CEO, basically. 
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Anglo-Saxon companies are branded in this way. Investor messages etc. on websites are aimed for 
the media rather than investors and analysts who talk with the company in stead. What is written 
in such statements are merely “hot air” because any information which may affect the company's 
share price must be announced to the stock exchange first. 

7) On  websites  of  some  of  the  Japanese  companies  surveyed  there  are  only  general  contact  
information or no contact information at all – what do you think about that? Lack of contact data 
on Japanese companies' websites tells me that IR is not taken very seriously in Japan. There is 
fierce competition amid globalization to attract capital and companies should make it as easy as 
possible  for  investors  to  obtain  information  in  order  to  receive  their  attention.  10  years  ago, 
German companies were not very transparent, either.

8) Is it common that Danish companies conduct satisfaction surveys among  stakeholders to estimate  
the value of their IR work? Satisfaction surveys are quite common. We call it “investor/analyst 
perception  studies”.  Some companies  do it  frequently  and some are  very detail-oriented.  The 
respondents are anonymous, hence more likely to express their sincere opinion. Some companies 
are better at  accepting criticism than others.  Most companies react on the criticism/ proposals 
received – at least the “low hanging fruit”, meaning those changes that are relatively easy and 
cheap to implement.

8.5 Correspondence with companies

8.5.1 Tivoli
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8.5.2 Jyske Bank

8.5.3 Kirin
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8.5.4 Shiseido

From: 山崎 直実 (naomi.yamazaki@to.shiseido.co.jp)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 10:34:41 AM

To: Camilla Jensen (milsen81@hotmail.com)

Dear Ms.Camilla Nellemann Jensen　
カミラ・ネレマン・イェンセン　さま

お問合せいただき、ありがとうございます。

当社は、株主・投資家のみなさまとの対話・コミュニケーションを大事にしています。

個人株主・投資家のみなさまには、
１．定時株主総会において説明責任を重視し、丁寧な説明を心がけています。
２．株主総会終了後に「株主ビューティーフォーラム」として、より資生堂について
　知っていただく会社説明の場を設けています。
３．当社WEBサイト上で、株主・投資家のみなさまの関心のある事項を幅広く開示しています。
　特に、個人株主・投資家のみなさま向けのわかりやすく説明したページも設けています。
４．個人投資家向けの会社説明会を、年間数回開催し、社長が資生堂について説明し、
　質疑応答の状況も含め、そのすべてをWEB上で動画配信しています。
５．個人株主向けに工場見学会を開催し、資生堂のものづくりを知っていただく機会を設ける
　とともに、多くのご意見を頂戴しています。
６．株主アンケートを実施し、約2000人の株主からアンケート回答が寄せられ、満足度を調べ、
　株主さま向けの諸施策に反映しています。アンケート結果は、株主向け冊子「株主・投資家
　のみなさまへ」の中に記載しています。
７．株主さま問合せ窓口を設置し、電話（03-6218-5418)とメール irmail@to.shiseido.co.jpでご質問にお答えするとともに、ご意見もうかがって
います。

また、機関投資家・アナリストのみなさまとは、
１．上記の個人向け以外に、国内・海外の機関投資家・アナリストと、年間500回を超えるミーティング
　（ラージミーティング、スモールミーティング、１on１ミーティング、テレフォンカンファレンスなど）を
　開催しています。
２．これらの国内・海外機関投資家とのミーティング結果は、後日アンケート調査を行い、満足度評価を得ています。
３．上記１の通常のIRミーティングのほか、株主総会の議案関係、コーポレートガバナンス、ESGに関わる内容のミーティングも、国内・海
外で実施しています。

なお、個人株主・投資家と、機関投資家との対話の手法は異なりますが、その開示レベルについてはフェアディスクロージャーの観点から、
同一のものとなっています。

以上のことを踏まえ、ご質問にお答えすると、

１）御社は、民間の投資家と一対一の会談を行っていますか。
「民間」とは、どのような意味でしょうか？
日本政府は当社の株式を保有していませんので、株主・投資家はすべて「民間」となりますが、
質問２）の「機関投資家」との意味の対比で捉え、「個人の投資家」という意味でよろしい
でしょうか？
個人の投資家との１対１の会談は、株主総会、個人投資家説明会、工場見学会などの場で
行うほか、電話、メールなどでご意見を頂戴しています。そのほか、ご希望があれば、
お会いすることもあります。
２）機関投資家と一対一の会談を行っていますか。
上述のとおり、１対１のミーティングは実施しています。ラージミーティング、スモールミーティングなども含めれば、国内・海外のアナリ
スト・機関投資家とのミーティングは年間で500件を超えています。スピーカーも、社長、IR担当役員（CFO）、IR担当などです。

３）アナリスト, 民間の投資家と機関投資家の間で満足度調査を行っていますか。
上述のとおり、個人株主には年1回のアンケート調査を行っています。機関投資家には、
ミーティング終了後にアンケートで評価をいただいています。これらの調査結果を踏まえ、
改善にむすびつけています。

以上です。

また、何かご質問がございましたら、ご遠慮なく、お寄せください。

㈱資生堂ＩＲ部株式G　山崎 直実
〒106-8310 東京都港区東新橋1-6-2
Tel03-6218-5099 Fax03-6218-5544
naomi.yamazaki@to.shiseido.co.jp
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----- Camilla Jensen <milsen81@hotmail.com>さんが書いたメッセージ： 
 IR部 御中 
御社について調査を行っております。
お忙しい所を恐縮ですが、以下の質問にお答えいただければありがたく存じます。 
１）御社は、民間の投資家と一対一の会談を行っていますか。
２）機関投資家と一対一の会談を行っていますか。
３）アナリスト,
民間の投資家と機関投資家の間で満足度調査を行っていますか。 
どうぞよろしくお願いいたします。 
Camilla Nellemann Jensen　カミラ・ネレマン・イェンセン
デンマーク 

8.5.5 Tokio Marine

From: YUUKO.KAMATA@tokiomarinehd.com

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 9:10:00 AM

To: milsen81@hotmail.com

Cc: SHIROU.SASAKI@tokiomarinehd.com; 

HIROSHI.SAKIYAMA@tokiomarinehd.com

カミラ・ネレマン・イェンセン様

平素より大変お世話になっております。

東京海上ホールディングス　広報IRグループの鎌田と申します。

ご照会の件につきまして、下記の通りご回答申し上げます。

１）御社は、民間の投資家と一対一の会談を行っていますか。

…”民間”とは、”個人投資家”というご趣旨でしょうか。個人投資家

の皆さまとは、一対一のIR面談は実施しておりませんが、基本的に

年に数回、個人投資家向け説明会を実施しております。

２）機関投資家と一対一の会談を行っていますか。

…実施しております。

３）アナリスト、民間の投資家と機関投資家の間で満足度調査を

行っていますか。

…アナリスト、及び機関投資家の皆さまを対象に、不定期ではござ

いますが、パーセプションギャップスタディを実施しております。

個人投資家につきましては、こちらも不定期ですが意識調査を実施

しております。

以上、どうぞ宜しくお願い申し上げます。

************************************

東京海上ホールディングス株式会社

経営企画部　広報ＩＲグループ

アシスタントマネージャー

鎌　田　祐　子

TEL:03-3285-0350　FAX：03-5223-1579

YUUKO.KAMATA@tokiomarinehd.com

http://www.tokiomarinehd.com/
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8.6 Summary in English

This thesis examines how Danisco practices investors relations (IR henceforth) compared to 14 Japanese 

IR award winning companies,  acknowledged by Japan Investor  Relations  Association (JIRA winners 

henceforth)  in  order  to  determine  whether  Danisco  might  benefit  from  implementing  Japanese  IR 

practices.  Public companies (companies henceforth) such as Danisco need to attract capital  to ensure 

growth. The competition for external funding is fierce, and the degree of success of companies' external 

communication may impact on their inflow of investments. In this way, efficient communication with 

analysts  and  investors  (stakeholders  henceforth)  contributes  to  the  sustainability  of  companies. 

Recognizing  the  importance  of  IR,  the  majority  of  companies  has  an  IR  function,  specialized  in 

interacting with capital market actors.

In order to enhance and ensure high efficiency of IR, companies are advised to continuously evaluate 

their performance as well as consider how other companies conduct IR. It is highly relevant to monitor  

the IR performance of companies, operating in different industries and cultures, as the way of conducting 

IR among these companies tend to be markedly different. Given the fact that Danisco aims at broadening 

its shareholder base, it is relevant for Danisco to understand how IR is performed abroad e.g. in Japan. 

Insight into JIRA winners' interaction with their stakeholders might help Danisco develop IR practices 

that appeal to Japanese stakeholders and eventually attract investments from Japan.

This thesis employs a functionalist approach aiming at suggesting practical implications for Danisco's IR 

work based on a comparative study of Danisco and JIRA winners. Firstly, insight into the essence of IR, 

stakeholders of IR and trends in IR practices was gathered through the literature in this field and an expert 

interview. Secondly, information on how IR is conducted at Danisco and JIRA winners was achieved 

deductively through structured interviews and by examining the companies' websites. To understand the 

empirical  evidence  derived,  the  strategic  credibility  model  by Higgins  et  al.  (1989),  explaining how 

companies build strategic credibility, was applied. Thus, it becomes clear how Danisco and JIRA winners 

build strategic credibility differently.

This thesis concludes that being listed on several  stock exchanges is  common among JIRA winners.  

Additionally,  IR is  organized differently at  JIRA winners and a number of different  IR activities are 

identified.  This  thesis recommends several  of  these  IR activities  for  Danisco.  The  recommendations 

impact on Danisco's strategic capability  as visualized in figure 1 below.
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Figure 8.1 Recommendations for Danisco

Foremost, in order to enhance strategic capability, Danisco is advised to show its CSR report in the IR 

section  of  its  website  danisco.com,  reflecting  that  social  concerns  complements  profit  making. 

Additionally,  the  following  IR  activities  are  recommended  to  enhance  Danisco's  corporate 

communication: conducting perceptions studies in order to enhance an open dialogue with stakeholders; 

constructing a Danisco glossary, helping website visitors understand Danisco terminology; uploading an 

explanation of how to purchase Danisco's shares to danisco.com, for the convenience of private investors 

abroad; organizing IR information on danisco.com in an  IR archive;  establishing a  Danisco  Channel, 

performing video news related to the company and uploading transcriptions of Q&A sessions following 

Danisco's  IR  events  to  increase  transparency.  The  dotted  line  attached  to  corporate  communication, 

reflects the need for Danisco to join in on the trend to communicate IR via social media in case this 

should become mainstream. In order to enhance Danisco's CEO credibility, the company is advised to 

upload a Message from CEO or similar statement to danisco.com, in line with the IR trend to personify 

companies with their CEO. Finally, this thesis recommends that Danisco becomes acquainted with JIRA 

winners'  different  IR  terminology  in  order  to  avoid  cross-cultural  misunderstandings  when 

communicating with Japanese stakeholders.
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